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Rationale - Health and Physical Education
Salutogenesis
Steiner teachers aim to nurture and develop for their future health, the physical, soul and spiritual
capacities for each child through their daily educational experience. Today this is known as
Salutogenesis. At a later stage, children are able to make optimal choices when they have experienced
such elements as daily connection to play and adventure in nature, secure and long term relationships,
growing and cooking with nutritional organic foods, positive and authentic role models and daily
intentional and imaginative movement and activity embedded in their curriculum.

Balancing the Challenges of Modern Life
While scientific and economic development has brought advances in lifestyle it has also posed health
challenges. Increasing daily media time for children, lack of natural play spaces, pre-packaged foods,
less time for movement, overstimulation through the pace of life and virtual rather than real relationships
are all recognised as part of the modern lifestyle.
The Health Curriculum has a role to play in healing and balancing the child’s and young person’s
experience of life. Creating an environment and time for nature experiences, undertaking authentic
physical work such as gardening and cooking with wholefoods, developing experiences in real time and
reducing media overload are educational priorities providing the basis for a healthy childhood and a
values base framework for adult life.

Developing the individual in the modern context
As society changes and indoor entertainment is continually available to fill free time, the culture of
adventure, creative activity, contribution to community and gratitude for the gifts of the earth has shifted.
Self-image is being eroded through a range of commercial media stereotypes, intellectual concepts and
disconnected experiences.
Steiner Education perceives the threefold quality of the human being: body, soul and spirit.
In body, we both belong to and perceive the outer world; in soul we build up our own inner world; and in
spirit, a third world that is higher than both of the others.
We are justified in seeing the ” I” as our true being, and may therefore describe body and soul as the
garments in which we live, as the bodily conditions under which we act. In the course of our development
we learn to use these instruments more and more as servants of our “I”.

Head, Heart and Hands
In order to develop the potential of each student, Steiner Education advocates as broad an education as
possible educating the whole human being, The Head, The Heart and The Hands (or thinking, feeling,
and willing).
Health engages all three areas in knowledge of health (more strongly related to thinking), relationship
skills and communication (developing feeling capacities) and commitment to health and resilience (a willbased focus). Physical Education is primarily directed towards will development, but also requires feeling
and intention to be focussed and harmonised. The goal for each subject is to engage each aspect
(thinking, feeling, and willing) in every lesson. Movement is seen to have qualities of imagination,
intention and skilful technique.
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By engaging all three aspects of thinking, feeling and willing in Health and Physical Education, students
gain an understanding and appreciation for the importance of spiritual, social, emotional, mental and
physical health. They are healthier individuals and are able to assess and maintain their own health
throughout their lifetime through a variety of activities in order to develop appropriate and healthy
relationships both professionally and personally; have an appreciation for aesthetic, artistic, and creative
movement; and have a lasting sense of responsibility for, and appreciation of, the environment in which
many of these pursuits take place.

Integration with Physical Education: Movement as expression of intent
The Health and Physical Education Curriculum is seen to have movement at its core, in the sense that
through movement one takes hold of and expresses oneself through the physical body. Through the
stream of movement, the individual interacts with the world and through movement the human being has
the opportunity to freely express their intentions. This sense of freedom, purpose, skill and joy in
individual and group movement can be developed through phases of age-related education.

Movement in Steiner Education
Physical Education as a subject has been part of Steiner Education since 1922 when gymnastics lessons
were introduced to the curriculum by Fritz von Bothmer at the request of Dr Steiner. But Steiner was clear
on the importance and pedagogical practice of physical education as far back as 1906. His primary
concern was that students should have a sense of growing in strength and a sense of purpose in their
movement. He referred to it as an ensouled body culture. This stood in stark contrast to the practice of
the time which tended towards a mechanistic approach to movement, and arbitrary exercises that had
little relationship to social or practical activity.
Steiner expressed that this ensouled movement can best be achieved through three developmental
phases; first allowing the students movement through free play and imitated unstructured activities, and
then embedding principles and practices of physical education into that play in semi – structured games
and activities in primary schooling and lastly, as the student matures providing more complex, structured
activity, such as specific movement sequences or sports. Bothmer Gymnastics offers a system of
ensouled movement sequences that complement the development of the human being relating to their
age from nine to eighteen years.

Aims
The Australian Steiner Curriculum framework for Health and Physical Education aims to provide students
with the knowledge and skills necessary to develop a healthy body, soul and spirit.
Students will:
•

•
•

•

Develop the physical foundation for their future health and have had a rich experience of a
health-giving or salutogenic daily life at school through immersion in nature-based activity, rich
experience of the arts, engagement in authentic activities such as building, cooking and
gardening and a rhythmic daily program that has a balance between cognition, feeling, aesthetic
engagement and will-based activity.
Develop a sense of connection to their inner being and an ability to mediate between their inner
insights and reflections, soul impulses and actions through an authentic sense of self-identity.
Have the ability and communication skills to build, maintain and enrich respectful relationships and
the insight to discern and respond to imbalanced relationship paradigms on a personal, community
or professional level.
Know and apply understanding of the effects of different levels of nutrition, physical activity, rest
and sleep on the health of the human body.
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•

Access, evaluate and use the applied knowledge to develop good habits and practices that
promote and support their own and others safety, health and wellbeing throughout their lives.

•

Reflect on how varied and changing personal and contextual factors shape understanding of, and
opportunities for, health and physical activity locally, regionally and globally and are committed to
the future health of the their own and others’ communities.

Specific Aims of Physical Education
1. To integrate the child’s bodily organisation and skills with the child’s soul/spiritual activity and
intention through movement education.
2. To support the development of the sense of movement, spatial awareness, balance, bodily wellbeing and connection.
3. To develop control of the movement organisation to direct movement as an expression of
individual intention.
4. To strengthen the innate connection between movement and visualisation or imagination.
5. To develop social competence through the awareness of others in relation to the self within
movement interactions.
6. To support optimal physical and socio-emotional growth and development including:
• Correct posture and good coordination
• Teamwork – including cooperation, loyalty and group strategy
• Enjoyment of the movement and skills of sports
• Healthy self esteem
• Life-long recreational interests
• General fitness
7. To follow programs through which movements become clearer and more conscious: as the body
develops ease of movement and awareness or intuition that streams through the limbs.
8. To develop negotiation, problem solving and cooperative sporting skills.
9. To build acceptance of and respect for difference in physical capacities.
10. To lay the physical foundation for the future health of the individual student.

Pedagogical Principles
Health and PE: Part of an Integrated Steiner Curriculum
The Australian Steiner Curriculum for Health and PE is a rich curriculum which is also integrated within
the subjects of English, Mathematics, Science, Social Sciences, Technology and the Arts. The whole
curriculum provides the foundation for building a health-giving lifestyle for the student- e.g.

•

Healthy habits in the daily morning circle involving language, music, drama and rhythmic
movement;

•
•
•

Sensing and forming of connection to the natural world in all outdoor learning experiences;

•
•

Knowledge that underpins physical health in Science topics;

Experience of health giving activities in the Arts;
Balance of soul and metamorphosis of experience in the threefold elaborations of learning
through the thinking life, feeling and will-filled activity;
Experience of the strength of spirit in the face of challenges through the study of human history
and biography:

The Australian Steiner Curriculum Framework (ASCF) is not solely for the development of knowledge,
understanding and skills in specific subjects, but each subject is designed with the aim of experiencing
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and developing a robust physical constitution, strong life forces, healthy and balanced soul development
and the unfolding of spiritual presence and connection.
To know about health and safety is not sufficient preparation to embody an active, balanced and healthy
life. To be able to follow the principles learnt, which must be the aim of a health curriculum, requires a
strong and balanced sense of self in relation to the world and a harmonised inner life which can chose
wisely and engage with enthusiasm in a healthy lifestyle.

A Framework for Health in Life
Physical Health includes food and nutrition, physical activity, rest and sleep, good habits, safety rules
and supervision. Life forces are nourished by healthy rhythms, enjoyment in and love of nature.
Soul Health includes feelings, relationships and sexuality, drugs and alcohol, media, other addictions.
Spiritual Health includes personal identity, responding to challenges, self-image, the universal human,
contribution to society, mental health and well-being, meaning and connection to spiritual striving and
presence.

Overall Structure of Physical Education in Relation to Child Development
1. Kindergarten/Foundation to Year 2- Imaginative, cooperative play
2. Class 3-6. Modified imaginative, cooperative games. Students play imaginative games,
eg.- I am the fox, you are the mother hen, you have to go* Included in this stage are imaginative
roundelays and staff exercises.

Years 7-10- Practice the game and improve skills. Students learn it is OK to lose but skills are
continually improved e.g. ball skills.
After Year 7 there is a new very formal structure in high school court games and territorial
games. Historically, people all came into the towns in the industrial revolution. In towns there
was freedom but no security and this changed games. There were lines on the ground to mark
the field and they wore uniforms since they did not know each other. There was a new movement
to choose an umpire, instead of King with divine right.

Physical Education – Examples of Cross-Curriculum Connections:
•
•
•
•

•

Circle games in Foundation, Classes 1 and 2 are incorporated in relation to folk tales and rhymes
from different cultures.
Ancient Olympic Games skills in Classes 5 relate to history topics.
Circus skills in Roman times arose in the colosseum and those of modern times have grown from
these and are included in Year 6. Staff exercises relate to Geometry.
Fencing in Year 7 and 8 is connected to the Arthurian theme and Middle Ages.
Physiology in Year 7/8 and also Anatomy in Year 9 link to PE knowledge and understanding.
*Bothmer gymnastics exercises and games
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ACARA Physical Education Terminology Incorporated in the Content Descriptors
Movement challenges
Movement tasks requiring individual students or groups of students to use a problem-solving
approach to successfully complete the task. The solution can be verbalised, documented or
demonstrated physically.
Movement concepts and strategies
These provide a framework for enhancing movement performance. Movement concepts (or
elements of movement) explored in the curriculum include body awareness; spatial
awareness; effort awareness; and relationship to/with objects, people and space. Movement
strategies refer to a variety of approaches that will help a player or team to successfully
achieve a movement outcome or goal. Movement strategies include moving into space to
receive a pass from a teammate or hitting a ball away from opponents to make it difficult to
retrieve or return the ball. Different games and sports may require similar activities or goals
and will therefore use similar movement strategies to achieve success.
Movement elements
Are the variables that are combined in composing and performing movement. The elements of
movement are effort, time, space and relationships.
Movement exploration
Discovering a body’s potential for movement by experimenting with different ways to move.

General Capabilities:
Literacy
Australian Steiner Curriculum Framework for Health and Physical Education provides opportunities for
students to develop their literacy skills through the use of subject specific language including HPE
terminology, acronyms, and phrases. Students develop the literacy skills necessary to research, process
and evaluate a range of Health and Physical education related information resources to make sound
decisions for generating and supporting healthy habits and lifestyles. Reading safety signs, making lists
of equipment for hikes and camps, keeping journals of fitness and health goals and researching health
practices and social structures from diverse cultures support the development of literacy skills in the
Health and PE curriculum.

Numeracy
Australian Steiner Curriculum Framework for Health and Physical Education provides opportunities for
students to develop their numeracy skills through the use of a wide range of calculations and
measurements that assist students to gain a greater understanding of their own and others health and
manage it over time. They research health statistics for different ages and in different geographical
communities. They read and record dietary guidelines for food groups and use scoring systems in formal
sports.

ICT
The Australian Steiner Curriculum Framework for Health and Physical Education scaffolds skills in ethical
and empathic communication, library research and aesthetic and well-planned written documentation in
the primary school years.
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In the high school there are opportunities for students to use a wide range of online tools and information
resources to research, analyse, and create information to improve their understanding and management
of their own and others physical health.
Students also research, analyse and report on issues relating to mental health. They are provided
opportunities to learn and use tools for safely and ethical communication online. They are provided the
knowledge and understanding necessary to evaluate content and behaviours online that present as a
risk.
As part of the Physical Education Curriculum, students in the high school can also be provided the
opportunities to use a range of technologies to assist them in their appreciation for movement,
understanding of complex sports rules, game play or techniques, improving their safety and their own skill
development.

Critical and Creative Thinking
Australian Steiner Curriculum Framework for Health and Physical Education provides opportunities for
students to develop their critical and creative thinking through a wide range of tasks and activities in
structured, semi structured, and unstructured contexts. In Physical Education, students are challenged to
adjust their actions and decision-making processes to find ways to improve their own and others skills
and game play. Through age appropriate critical thinking, Health and Physical Education students are
able to improve physical, social, and emotional outcomes through study of health in diverse individual
biographies, family structures, cultures and histories.
Students are provided opportunities to assess their own actions in school sports programs, playground
games, and extra-curricular activities in a range of settings, for skill development as well as social
emotional responses and wellbeing.
Students are also provided ample opportunities for creative thinking through imaginative play in the early
years and then introduction of ‘base’ games such as four square, jacks, hop scotch, etc. in the primary
school. These provide students the opportunities to create new rules, to incorporate a wider range of
scenarios, individuals, and contexts. This is extended into high school with the inclusion of a rich
diversity of sports and activities in which students develop a range of strategies for achieving goals within
both physical education and health and wellbeing.

Personal and Social
Australian Steiner Curriculum Framework for Health and Physical Education provides opportunities for
students to develop their personal and social capabilities through a range of age appropriate structured,
semi structured and unstructured activities. The modelling of personal and social skills, ethical and
empathic communication and authentic respectful relationships throughout schooling are paramount.
Students are encouraged and assisted in developing their understanding of self throughout curriculum
discussions and activities which draw on authenticity, reflection and self-improvement. Within the Health
and Physical Education curriculum students develop an understanding and appreciation for their innate
talents and skills and those of others as they appreciate how diverse skills can work to complete a group
activity. They are encouraged and assisted in developing an appreciation, respect, and knowledge of the
unique abilities, skills, practices, and culture of those around them in games, sports, camp activities and
community events.

Ethical Understanding
Australian Steiner Curriculum Framework for Health and Physical Education provides opportunities for
students to develop their ethical understanding through the use of age appropriate activities that help
students comprehend and apply abstract concepts of fairness, cooperation, tolerance, understanding,
respect and appreciation. This becomes evident through the age appropriate developmental approach to
games. Students are introduced to simple structured teacher-led games at a young age so that ethical
interaction is modelled and then games that increase in complexity, responsibility and interactions are
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introduced as they mature. Students are brought to an ever-increasing awareness and respect for others
and their own role in society as they consider many historical and geographical cultures. This encourages
the development of their capability to make ethical decisions in a wide range of contexts including
structured, semi structured and unstructured situations. The emphasis on non-competitive sports and
games in the early years and the continued focus on self-improvement in high school supports the
development of ethical behaviour.

Intercultural Understanding
Australian Steiner Curriculum Framework for Health and Physical Education provides opportunities for
students to develop their intercultural understanding through diverse games and sports from many
cultures as well as considering identity, diversity, empathy and sensitivity from the point of view of
different cultural contexts. Students are exposed to themes from a wide range of cultures, their approach
to health practices and the historical development of family, community and social structures that support
development of healthy relationships

Cross Curriculum Priorities:
Histories and Cultures of Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander Peoples
In the Australian Steiner Curriculum Framework: Health and PE students learn about the histories and
cultures of Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander people and communities through engagement in a range
of activities such as bushwalks and camps in local and regional areas. They also have opportunities to
study the supportive role of community and kinship structures, influences on identity and different
approaches to managing the environment and food sources, including how Aboriginal and Torres Strait
Islander communities demonstrate custodial responsibility for Country/Place.
Asia and Australia’s Engagement with Asia
In the Australian Steiner Curriculum Framework: Health and PE students, in considering identity,
empathy, cultural understanding, sensitivity, diversity and communication, engage with study of diverse
histories and cultures including those of Asia.
Sustainability
In the Australian Steiner Curriculum Framework: Health and PE students engage in immersion in nature,
building a healthy experience of the life-giving forces it provides developing respect and appreciation for
nature. They have an extensive camp experiences visiting diverse and remote areas where they see the
beauty of nature and experience how its fragility must be protected. They understand the connection
between healthy food, plant growth and sustainable organic agriculture.
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Cross-curriculum Example: Class 6
Geometry in Movement: Fire-sticks
Developing spatial awareness, concentration, cooperation and responsibility
as well as mathematical understanding.
Students walk complex geometric shapes in darkness
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Kindergarten / Foundation
Health
The Foundation Curriculum provides experiences which embed the children in a healthy, active lifestyle,
sound nutrition, secure attachments, rich relationships and safe and yet challenging, adventurous, natural
environments.
They learn primarily through imitation and experience. Good daily habits of eating, resting and playing are
woven in a rhythm which supports and guides the child.

Health

Kindergarten / Foundation

Content Descriptions

Content Elaborations - children may be involved in:

H K.1 Imitate, engage in and
identify healthy eating
practices and healthy, safe
activities and habits.

•
•
•
•
•

H K.2 Participate in play and
activities that engage with the
outdoors and natural
environment

•
•
•
•

H K.3 Experience secure
relationships with teachers and
community members and
secure daily rhythms

•
•
•

H K.4 Engage in community
support structures, festivals
and celebrations

•

H K.5 Engage in joyful verses,
stories and songs that
celebrate the cycles of life and
growth from childhood into
adulthood, use names of parts
of the body e.g. in action
rhymes

•

•

•
•
•

Drinking water regularly and eating fresh, healthy foods
supported by healthy lunch box policies and workshops
Growing foods organically, collecting rain water for plants
Cooking from their own produce, cooking balanced food that is
part of a healthy diet, experiencing subtle tastes direct from raw
foods
Wearing sun protective clothing at appropriate times, engaging
in hygienic hand washing and toileting and following healthy
nose blowing and coughing practices
Engaging in joyful movement skills and physical activities
Helping garden and grow vegetables and herbs
Creating imaginative outdoor play landscapes in the sand,
among bushes and gardens
Caring for animals such as native bees, worm farms, chickens
or rabbits
Enjoying the elements of wind, water, earth and fire in safe and
creative ways
Greeting teachers, friends and the whole world each morning
and experience warmth, recognition and security e.g. Morning
Verses, greetings
Engaging in secure rhythms of daily and weekly activities for the
individual child and the whole class, e.g. daily rhythm
Experiencing teachers’ trust, encouragement and warm interest
Experiencing a sense of belonging to community in celebrations
of the seasons, festivals and birthdays
Experiencing extended class community support for families
who are in need of care e.g. cooking for them, helping by
playing with the children, carpooling
Hearing stories from the Folk and Fairy Tales tradition as well
as teacher’s own created stories and imitate in play scenarios
Speaking or singing nursery rhymes, skipping and action
rhymes with music and movement
Celebrate birthdays and how they are growing taller etc in the
progression of time and of human development
Speaking/singing rhymes of parts of the body which centre the
child in space
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Health

Kindergarten / Foundation

Content Descriptions

Content Elaborations - children may be involved in:

H K.6 Experience traditional
and healing stories which bring
experiences of soul
development, overcoming of
obstacles and helpful
supporting forces.

•

H K.7 Be guided towards and
practise through imitation
behaviours which show kind,
fair, respectful and
increasingly socially cohesive
qualities.

•

•

•
•
•

Experiencing archetypal stories such as folk and fairy tales e.g.
The Fisherman and His Wife, Star Child.
Experiencing healing stories such as those which are teacher
created for a class or child-stories which have images of soul
challenge and development
Caring for toys and equipment, sharing food, expressing
gratitude through the graces and verses
Creating co-operative play scenarios which are inclusive
Putting equipment away with care, helping others in need
Experiencing the teacher’s gratitude, joy and love for all life in
daily care for the class community and classroom

Physical Education
In the Kindergarten year the children enter into in physical education through imitation, imagination and
play.
A daily music and movement time as a group incorporates circle games, action rhymes, finger plays and
seasonal dances. They experience the joy of imaginative movement and shared circle games. They look
forward to these activities and learn the skills such as skipping, galloping and dodging in a purely natural
imitated way.
Engaging and creative outdoor environments with a sandpit, climbing equipment, vegetable garden,
imaginative area with trees and bushes, water play and perhaps a tree swing, water pump or cubby
house inspire movement. The garden landscape is often filled with slopes for rolling, curved paths for
skipping along, bushy and rocky areas for climbing or flagstones for jumping along. Movement which is
filled with spontaneous delight is fostered at this age rather than formalised movement.
In addition the kindergarten age is one in which there is still time for short nature walks on a daily or
weekly basis. Surrounding bush, nearby parks or the schools own extensive gardens are explored after a
walk in the seasonal environment. This allows for running and climbing on a larger scale and is a balance
to the time many children spend in cars to travel to school.
A further realm of movement skills is developed through participation in household activities such as
sweeping, tidying, grinding grains, cooking and washing. Here the children learn to work rhythmically,
sometimes to song while they knead, stir, sweep and wash. Traditional songs or those made up by the
teacher give the joyful quality and energising rhythms that peoples of ages past used to bring a social
element to their work. Imaginative self-initiated indoor play includes roleplaying of these teacher’s skills
while cubby building with furniture, making landscapes with nature items such as driftwood, shells, seed
pods and wooden blocks and cooking in the home corner.
The active engagement of the children through their imaginations allows the development of a broad
range of fundamental movement skills which can be directed by the teacher’s use of story, verse, song
and authentic activities. The children are able to develop confidence in a range of different play and work
environments and so competence develops, carefully nurtured by the teacher’s active skills.
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Physical Education

Kindergarten / Foundation

Content Descriptors
PE K-1
Engage in imaginative
movement and circle games
(incorporating fundamental
movement skills and
sequences)

Content Elaborations- children may be involved in:

PE K.2
Engage in imaginative selfdirected and collaborative
outdoor play and movement
safely in the garden, park or
bush

PE K.3
Participate in indoor and
outdoor household activities
incorporating movement
skills

• Imitating circle games, action rhymes, finger plays and seasonal
dances accompanied with speech, music or song in various rhythms
• Engaging in imitated and imaginative sequences of skipping,
hopping, jumping, galloping, crawling, leaping and running in circle
games or seasonal dances
• Imitating movements of various life activities e.g. farmer sowing
grains, cobbler hammering, plants growing, wind blowing, builder
sawing
• Participating in movement games from other cultures
• Creatively arranging outdoor equipment and exploring imaginative
activities and challenges alone and in collaborative groups
• Communicating ideas and feelings with others when playing games
and collaborating in imaginative movement and role play
• Digging in a sandpit, climbing on equipment, imaginative hiding,
crouching, running in an area with trees and bushes, water play,
rocking in a tree swing and climbing into a cubby house, pumping
water, galloping with horse reins
• Running, rolling, balancing, jumping and landing safely, sliding down
hills in nature on bushwalks or in the park or garden, swinging from
low branches and climbing.
• Experiencing and sharing their enjoyment in the sense of movement
and life through enthusiasm, laughter and conversation
• Follow safety rules and play boundaries and listen to the teacher’s
requests in the playground and on walks
• Digging, weeding and watering in the vegetable garden, sweeping,
scrubbing equipment, washing soft toys and clothes and hanging
them out, carrying buckets and stacking toys away
• Cooking- grinding flour, kneading bread dough, chopping vegetables
and fruit and whisking batter
• Polishing wooden toys with beeswax, felting wool, using a drop
spindle, winding skeins of wool into balls, building indoor cubbies
with furniture
• Tidying and cleaning meal areas, washing up, stacking toys
• Role playing of building, creating landscapes, cooking and family
activities in the children’s play areas
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Achievement Standards – Kindergarten / Foundation
Health
By the end of the Foundation Year children have experienced a healthy, active, safe and creative lifestyle
with the class. They have engaged in healthy food preparation and eating as well as joyful and creative
movement indoors and in the natural environment. They have experienced secure relationships and a
sense of belonging to community. They have celebrated natural and human cycles of development
through festivals and class celebrations. They have experienced stories giving pictures of challenge and
development and have been guided toward kind, fair and respectful social interactions.

Physical Education
By the end of the foundation/kindergarten year the children have been active, moving joyfully and
skilfully, in a range of indoor and outdoor settings. During their imaginative play and rhythmic games as
well as imitated household and garden activities they have gained competence in fundamental movement
skills. They initiate activities and movement and solve challenges to enjoy cooperative play and games.
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Classes 1 and 2
Health
What was imitated and built as good foundational habits for health in the Kindergarten Year now
becomes increasingly embodied by the children in their behaviour. Expectations of healthy community
relationships, support between children, cooperation with classroom culture and explicit and implicit
guidelines for cohesive and ethical behaviour are a focus of the Class Teacher’s guidance.
The healthy lifestyle, nutrition and movement program is centred on class activities which include
contexts of class gardens, weekly cooking, daily circle games and movement, outdoor environments that
promote adventure play, self-directed imaginative play and building as well as sand and water play,
climbing and bushwalking.
Steiner schools prioritise outdoor areas with natural climbing structures, different elements such as sand,
garden, bush and grassed open play space. Children have programmed time for active, adventure play
with cubby building materials, water, tree branches, grassed surfaces for rolling and running. Schools are
often adjacent to parks or bush areas or have extensive school bush acreage.
The role of narrative as a central part of teaching method in the primary years – finds support in the
Canadian research on imagination in learning by Kieran Egan1. Especially in the early years he
recognises that the young child can understand much more in story form than they can in isolated
abstract concepts, especially in regard to aspects such as identity, challenges, inner strength and
change.
It may be that the typical 5 year-old could not adequately define loyalty or courage but they use such
concepts clearly in making sense of all kinds of stories. There is sense in which we might say that
children understand such concepts so profoundly that they make sense with them.
-

Kieran Egan, (1998)

In the Australian Steiner Curriculum Framework, we acknowledge that it is the rich archetypal picture
thinking of the young child that finds meaning in the experiences of these stories while the concept finds
its place later in childhood.
A healthy enjoyment in the creative freedom of movement and joyful engagement with cooking,
gardening and healthy lifestyle event, surrounds the children through the community that comes together
at the school.

1

Egan, K. (1988) Teaching as Storytelling: An Alternative Approach to Teaching and Curriculum in the
Elementary School. University of Chicago Press, Chicago
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Health

Classes 1 and 2

Content Descriptions

Content Elaborations – children may be involved in:

H 1-2.1 Understand and
apply healthy food and
nutrition practices

•
•
•

H 1-2.2 Participate in,
initiate and enjoy, play
and activities that safely
engage with the outdoors
and natural environment

•
•
•
•
•

H 1-2.3 Understand and
apply health and safety
messages and rules of
their class environment
and the local school
community

•
•
•
•

H 1-2.4 Explore and
enjoy active movement
H 1-2.5 Celebrate and
discuss events of change,
growth and development
in life in the class and
school community,
celebrated at assemblies,
birthdays or family
festivals
H 2.6 Support the class
and community culture,
practice being inclusive,
celebrate differences in
individuals and cultures

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

H 1-2.7 Develop the basis
for a healthy, sense of
self; Internalise images
and dramatize scenes
from traditional and
healing stories which
bring experiences of soul
development, overcoming
of obstacles, safety and
helpful supporting forces.

•

•
•

Experiencing and respecting meals as important quiet times for
gratitude and eating of health-giving foods
Growing foods, cooking and providing healthy food to the class and
wider family community.
Understanding the importance of fresh foods and water and what is
allowed in a healthy lunch box at school
Gardening and growing vegetables and herbs
Creating imaginative outdoor play landscapes in the sand, among
bushes and gardens, building cubbies from natural materials
Caring for animals such as native bees, worm farms, chickens or rabbits
Enjoying the elements of wind, water, earth and fire in safe and creative
ways
Participating safely in games and bushwalks in the school and wider
natural landscape
Understanding school safety signs
Understanding the importance of sun safety e.g. No hat no play rules
are understood
Understanding water safety rules on bushwalks; road safety on
excursions and safety rules associated with playground boundaries,
driveways and school pick up zones.
Sitting and eating lunch together as an honoured healthy part of life
through saying simple graces
Enjoying adventure play, dance and games, experiencing how
enthusiasm, engagement and strength flow from movement and activity.
Engaging in bushwalks and/or family camps
Celebrating and discussing birthdays and the development of each child
Celebrating class plays, school fairs, seasonal and cultural festivals and
assemblies.
Experiencing new babies in the family communities and how we care for
them
Celebrating and discussing older students and their skills and activities
Respecting the class learning community and the individual differences
of all children within the community through acceptance and forming of
diverse healthy relationships
Experiencing supportive relationships with teachers and support staff
Listening to and understanding the different community stories of
Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander communities and communities
through the World Tales lessons and Festival Celebrations of the school
Appreciating the lives of great human beings such as the Saints who
transcend human limitations and create peace and harmony and how
their memory is celebrated in world communities
Learning a language other than English and through their songs, art,
language, festivals and stories experience and appreciate diversity of
culture
Listening to, recall, writing and illustrating stories that describe strength
of spirit, courage, endurance, honesty and faithfulness told in such a
way that the children can strengthen these developing capacities within
themselves
Acting parts in plays in which they embody truthfulness, valour, striving,
strength in speech and in action so they can identify them within
themselves and see these capacities in others
Speaking verses and singing of aspects of life which give them an
experience of human qualities they are wishing to embody. Eg
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Health

Classes 1 and 2

Content Descriptions

Content Elaborations – children may be involved in:

•
H 1-2.8 Positively engage
in harmonising feelings

•
•

H 1-2.9 Know what to do
when they feel unwell or
unsafe, trust that help can
be obtained and help
others.

•
•
•
•
•
•

I am a strong and mighty tree
No howling winds will conquer me….
In games, crafts, arts and academic work striving to create beauty and
to contribute and give one’s personal best
Listening to and engaging in class discussions and activities which work
to bring social and interpersonal harmony to the class members
Listening to stories of human beings and their overcoming of soul
challenges
Helping new children settle in at the school.
Helping care for any animals in the playground and pets kept such as
chickens, mice or fish
Experiencing that teachers are a secure source of help and that
communication and relationship between parents and teachers is open
and supportive
Knowing where they can get help in the playground and school from a
teacher or at the office
Feeling supported in knowing where to ask for help for themselves and
friends
Experiencing help from the gardeners, maintenance staff and older
children

Class 1 cooking
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Physical Education
During Class 1 and 2 the imaginative quality of games and movement is continued, while more structured
games are also added. This includes games with rules and special sports equipment.
Games still have an imaginative element therefore movement is filled with interactive warmth through a
picture, story, song or rhyme. The imaginative element has an archetypal character e.g. a courageous
seeker, rescuer or protector of a space.
Interactive structured games are not yet strongly competitive between children and this is possible as the
teacher is the protagonist, rather than having the children playing this role i.e. as farmer, boatman or cat.
The pedagogy still calls for an imaginative outdoor landscape for the children to explore each day with
areas for a garden, cubby building, climbing, sand and/or water play. Children develop personal and
social skills in interactive play and games. Cooperation, problem solving and persistence are naturally
fostered in their enthusiastic engagement in movement as part of this play and this is facilitated by the
teacher’s considered choice of environments and equipment as well as modelling and facilitating of these
social and personal skills.

Physical Education

Classes 1 and 2

Content Descriptors
PE 1-2.1
Engage in imaginative
movement and circle games,
skipping and movement of
geometric forms
(incorporating fundamental
movement skills and
sequences)

Content Elaborations- children may be involved in:

*with or without equipment

•

•
•
•
•

•
•
PE 1-2.2
Engage in imaginative selfdirected outdoor play and in
cooperative movement and
games in the garden, park or
bush -with safety using elements of
balance, changing speeds
and various structures and
friends to create solutions in
play and games with rules

•
•
•

•
•
•
•

Participating in traditional circle games, action rhymes and seasonal
dances in time with speech, music or song in various rhythms and at
various speeds
Enjoying circle games and activities with bean bags, rolling balls
Running geometric forms alone and with partners
Engaging in imaginative sequences of skipping, hopping, jumping,
galloping, crawling, leaping and running in circle games e.g. I Sent a
Letter to My Love; In and Out the Dusky Bluebells and teacher
originated games.
Participating in imaginative games involving change of direction and
darting and dodging techniques e.g. Duck, Duck Goose
Participating in movement games from other cultures
Participating in rope-jumping or skipping games
Creatively arranging outdoor equipment and exploring imaginative
activities and challenges alone and in collaborative groups
Communicating ideas and feelings with others when playing games
and collaborating on solving challenges in building of cubbies,
running and climbing games and other challenges
Digging in a sandpit, climbing on equipment, imaginative hiding
games, crouching, running in an area with trees and bushes, water
play, playing on swings and climbing into a cubby house on a rope
ladder, pumping water
Running, rolling, balancing, sliding down hills in nature on bushwalks
or in the park or garden, swinging from low branches and climbing
Experiencing and sharing their enjoyment in the sense of movement
and life through enthusiasm, laughter and conversation
Following safety rules and play boundaries and listening to the
teacher’s requests (or signals such as whistles) in the playground
and on walks
Exploring balance in different climbing activities and creating more
stable structures
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Physical Education

Classes 1 and 2

Content Descriptors
PE 1-2.3
Participate in self-initiated
games or structured games
with rules of fair play
including those with
equipment

Content Elaborations- children may be involved in:
•
•
•
•
•

Class 1 - Playing ball games in a circle bouncing and catching
Class 2 - Playing linear ball games such as tunnel ball
Class 1 - Participating in indoor games such as quoits and bowls
Class 2 - Playing target games
Playing running and chasing games with home territories e.g. Cat
and Mouse
Participating in and making original obstacle courses
Following rules and safe practices in games and with equipment

Achievement Standards Class One and Two
Health
By the end of Class Two children have understood and engaged in healthy eating practices. They have
understood and applied safety rules and practices of their school environment. They enjoy and engage in
healthy, safe and creative physical movement and activity in the natural environment. They celebrate
cycles of growth and development. They develop security and trust in the help provided by teachers and
the community and they are themselves guided to help others and engage positively in social
interactions. They have engaged with stories giving pictures of soul challenge and development and have
strengthened their pictures of the human ideals such as kindness, humility, courage and strength.

Physical Education
Children engage with enthusiasm in a variety of creative movement in diverse indoor and outdoor
settings incorporating both teacher-led and child-directed activities. They are innovative in creating
solutions to challenges involving practical movement aspects of tasks and games. They engage in
fundamental movement skills and creatively sequence these with the elements of speed, time, space and
relationship to others.

Community Spring festival
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Classes 3 and 4
Health
In Classes 3 and 4 students become more individually active in both movement and in healthy practices.
In Class 3 the Australian Steiner Curriculum Framework centres in part on an extensive gardening and
farming topic which involves the class in growing and cooking with healthy foods including grains, herbs
and vegetables. Bread baking, butter churning and cooking are more consciously undertaken. The
Building Main Lesson involves students in the strong physical work of mud brick making, sawing,
hammering or rendering.
In these years, class camps have begun and in Class 4 the children plan and engage in longer
expeditions, overnight camps and more challenging hikes in the bush to experience the local area and
aboriginal heritage. They may follow a creek from its source to a river or to a harbour, or walk a trail from
their school to local landforms and sites of significance, camping in tents and enjoying physical
adventures. They are supervised as they cook, put up tents, make fires and get water.

2

Health

Classes 3 and 4

Content
Descriptions
H 3-4.1 Plan, discuss
and contribute to
healthy, sustainable
and safe classroom
and playground
spaces

Content Elaborations - children may be involved in:

H 3-4.2 Understand
and discuss the
meaning and
application of health
and safety strategies
and messages.
Discuss what to do
when they feel
uncomfortable or
unsafe

•

H 3-4.3 Explore their
sense of place as an
aspect of identity and
experience how their
participation in
Physical activities in
the natural and built
environment impacts
their sense of health
and well-being

•

•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•

•

•

Choosing and growing a healthy vegetable and grain garden to contribute
to the school healthy lunches or snacks
Building a bread or pizza oven and understanding how to make healthy
meals
Choosing and cooking healthy foods that are for class or family meals 2
Contributing to school fair stalls that promote healthy eating
Taking initiative in active playground games and looking after equipment
Initiating, encouraging and acknowledging supportive behaviours of
classmates e.g. looking after someone who is in an accident or not well and
calling a teacher, supporting friends who have family difficulties, helping
new students to feel they belong
Discussing school, playground and road health and safety warnings or
advice e.g. Do not cross the driveway, Drink plenty of water every day,
wash your hands after toileting/before eating
Planning and implementing Class Camp activities and strategies e.g. Water
bottles must be filled before every walk, No climbing cliff walls beyond the
fence. No jumping into the river near the rocks.
Describing and discussing media health messages used in the community
e.g. ‘click clack front and back’
Feeling empowered to protect their own bodies, their privacy and
maintaining boundaries according to recognising what is comfortable for
them
Creating their own bush houses in harmony with the landscape, playing
creatively in the school environment
Exploring the local natural environment; mapping or making 3D relief of
their homes in relation to the school and their friends’ houses;
understanding the local identity as it relates to the terrain, history and
culture of the local area e.g. local First Australian culture, history of
orchards in the area, student’s favourite special places in nature in their
local area
Camping in the school bush or local environment; meeting with Aboriginal
community leaders, hearing about the Aboriginal peoples’ connection to
their place as an integral part of health and identity

Food Preparation is subject to regulation.
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Health

Classes 3 and 4

Content
Descriptions
H 3-4.4 Be guided
through and explore
healthy pathways
through physical,
emotional and social
growth and change

Content Elaborations - children may be involved in:
•
•
•
•
•

H 3-4.5 Understand
their own family, class
and community culture
and how to be part of
a culturally diverse,
caring community and
identify and practise
appropriate responses
to situations.
H 3-4.6 Explore their
own capacities and
those of others and
strengthen their
personal identity
through the
performing arts and
adventure/camp
experiences and
through engagement
with stories of e.g.
strength, courage and
independence.

•
•

•
•
•

•
•

Discussing in class the changing friendships and class community and how
to experience this is a healthy way
Being aware of family, teachers and school community members with
whom they can discuss challenges and change
Hearing, illustrating, dramatising or discussing simple stories of growth,
development and change i.e. bullying, greed, inner challenge- e.g. The
Emperor’s New Clothes, The Death of Baldur, Loki, Hiawatha
Engaging in birthday verses of development, birthday festivals, stories
meeting the 9 year change and of the development of courage and
strength, pictures of time sequence through the grammar of the tenses.
Understanding how their bodies grow and change over time as this arises
within class and group discussion
Discussing appropriateness of feeling reactions connected to class
activities, misunderstandings and conflicts
Listening to and reading stories which model healthy responses and
outlining the difficulties associated with inappropriate reactions e.g. Stories
from the local area history and biographies, Farming stories, Hebrew
Stories, Norse Mythology, Kalevala
Researching, through festivals from many cultures how they can celebrate
diversity
Exploring their human identity through discovering specialised forms and
skills of animals and how we can create our skills e.g., vision of the eagle,
strength or courage of the lion.
In writing about the heroes of the Northern mysteries they examine
qualities strength and courage which they recognise in themselves and
inner challenges through the parallel retreat of the Gods as the human
being learns to stand on his own feet
Engaging in stories of the Aboriginal Dreaming which also provide potent
archetypes
Becoming aware of their own capacities and strengths in practical skills and
activities such as farming, building, camping, Bothmer exercises and
games and performing arts
Class 3 Gardening
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Physical Education
Class 3
In the Class 3 PE Curriculum the teacher strives to help the children to feel part of the class community
through games as they increasingly experience the isolation of their individuality at this stage of
development3. The teacher continues to strive for this experience for the children through taking on the
role of protagonist or choosing one carefully and holding a non-competitive mood of collaboration and
celebration of the enjoyment of the game. The emphasis is one of ‘we’- a collective group going to face
group challenges.
There is a gradual separation of movement from singing or speaking; the focus is on the movement. This
new possibility is in the moment of quiet before intention becomes movement. Balance is developed as a
necessary precursor to the inner quiet needed for focus and the ability to sense inwardly. Balance in
movement between calm reflection and warmth or strength is a focus. The children are led to quiet
consideration before action to balance the impulsive nature of our reactions.
This involves developing a rhythm of coming together for listening and discussion, moving apart into
activity groups and returning again. This requires social skills in games – skills such as honesty, tact,
fairness and co-operation, which are also exemplified in the 1st roundelay, staff exercises and bouncing
rhythms of Bothmer Gymnastics.
Games are still generated by imaginative pictures which enhance the challenge, provide simple rules,
generate the warmth of excitement.4
The Farming and Gardening topic in the curriculum is supported by weekly sessions of gardening with
real physical skills developed in the school vegetable plots. The other topic related to the Class 3 PE
curriculum is Building and Trades, which involves many physical skills and activities making bricks,
hammering, sawing and roofing.
Swimming skills can become more integrated into the school at this stage without becoming competitive
e.g. a swimming carnival which has points for each activity completed rather than races.

Class 4
The emphasis shifts from ‘we ‘to ‘I’ and the game can include an individual meeting the group. There can
be rapid changes of roles e.g. from chaser to chased.
The feeling for space and for one’s body in space is schooled through e.g. the 2 nd roundelay….I stand, I
walk , I run….…, as well as staff exercises and bouncing rhythms of Bothmer Gymnastics.
Playground games can be brought or reviewed, such as hopscotch, jacks, leapfrog, wall tennis and
marbles.
The focus is on children moving with the in and out movement flow of the breath. The children build and
hold a sense of presence in their movement through the breath. Fluidity of movement is developed
through gymnastics and games which allow them to move confidently and gracefully in the space.
The more formal use of a larger playing field for ball handling and bat and ball play is included at this
stage.
The aim is for cooperation in movement within the group e.g. everyone on right foot at the same time.
Balance is fostered in a new way through focussing them into their feet and so lowering their centre of
gravity e.g. Firemen’s pyramids.

3
4

Koepke, H Encountering the Self 1989
Rawson,M and Richter, T. The Educational Tasks and Content of the Steiner Waldorf Curriculum. 2000.
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Class 3 /4 Swimming
Swimming skills can be developed beyond floating and treading water now to introduction to stroke styles
which could become integrated into the school at this stage without becoming competitive e.g. a
swimming carnival which has points for each activity completed rather than races.

Physical Education

Classes 3 and 4

Content Descriptors
PE 3-4.1
Practice and refine
gymnastics skills and a
variety of movement
sequences incorporating
linked fundamental
movement skills

Content Elaborations - children may be involved in:
Class 3
• Developing body awareness and movement skills in skipping, hopping,
galloping, leapfrog, jumping with crossing of the body
• Practicing rhythmic alternation of movement between both hands and
hands and feet e.g. Cossack dancing, and bouncing rhythms of
Bothmer Gymnastics
• Performing tumbles/rolls
• Building strength and the experience of self-reliance
Practicing shoulder stands, hand stands with feet walking along the
wall
Class 4
• Pyramids- standing on friends’ hips while they are crouching/ walking
• Completing a vault – barrel vault
• Rhythmic games- clapping complex rhythms and body percussion
• Practicing cartwheels and walking on hands
• Practicing movements of the broadsword, or spear, boomerang, nulla
nulla and woomera
• Engaging in animal walks- camel, elephant, chimp, dog, inchworm
Class 3
•
Engaging in galloping, trotting, running, leaping games with crossing
movements
•
Playing games which build an experience of the group, cooperating as
one
•
Moving in all directions of space; spiraling in/ out
Class 4
• Playing games which build an experience of the individual selfcooperating as individuals
• Swinging the body so that the balance point is experienced in the
middle of the body e.g. Swinging the bell part in the class 4 Bothmer
gymnastics roundelay- sweeping movements
Class 3
• Throwing, dropping and passing the bean bag in rhythmic sequences
• Moving slowly whilst balancing the staff on their head – describing how
the head has to stay still.
• Keeping upright posture while bending down e.g. Bothmer exercise Grandma’s rocking chair
• Moving a wooden staff down the body, rolling from feet to head and
then rolling on the head and down back
• Rolling a wooden staff around the wrist and catching in both directionsfeel one’s body and building dexterity
• Throwing, catching and counting- developing judgement of the
periphery and one’s own body.
• Developing balance of a staff on the head; child steps forward and back
• Swinging hips – moving rhythmically like women with water jugs
• Doing preliminary cartwheels over a bench

PE 3-4.2
Practice teacher-centred
roundelays to rhythms
and rhymes

PE 3-4.3
Practice games with
equipment e.g. bean bag
and wooden staves,
identifying how they move
safely through space at
different speeds and
levels and in combination
with people
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Physical Education

Classes 3 and 4

Content Descriptors

Content Elaborations - children may be involved in:
Class 4
• Playing Tides and Clock-face – up to Class 6
• Playing games in which everyone needs to concentrate and cooperate
at the same time as equals e.g. Birdcage -holding the staff balanced on
floor and moving on around group circle and Tinkling Dance- sitting
opposite each other and marching through without getting caught by
staves
• Practice Staff tapping*- half the class step or run through the staves
being tapped
• Moving around the staff on ground and jumping across- forward and
back 4 x and stop, then 6, 8 or 16 and jumping longways to and fro
across the staff, followed by a double cross step
• Crisscrossing- in all 4 directions and the double cross step; leading with
left, then right.
Class 3
• Playing games in which students plan for success in tap, catch and
dodge scenarios e.g. Cat and Mouse, Elephant Tiggy or Crab Tiggy –
on all fours or with build-ups and links
• Playing Ghost King*
• Practicing games where timing and predicting speed are needed e.g.
Fisherman- jumping over a rope the teacher swings from the centre
around the circle circumference.
• Practicing games in which strategies for success are created e.g. Blind
Lion*- sitting blindfolded in the middle of the circle while others are
trying to steal treasure and can be caught out if pointed to
• Use speed, direction in space and changing body position to solve
challenges in games and testing their effectiveness
• Practicing dances from other cultures e.g. Hebrew dance, Australian
country dancing
Class 4
• Playing games which incorporate a very sharp change of direction and
need coordinated breath and movement e.g. Viking branding game,
Seven Stars*
• Developing increasing consciousness of one’s movements and of the
requirements for success
• Following orders- e/g/ Shipwreck-to the bow, stern, starboard, port, hit
the deck, captain on deck or man overboard.
• Playing games that require - a lot of negotiation and tricks e.g. Capture
the flag
Classes 3 and 4
• Understanding simple rules and scoring and applying fair decision
making in games
• Collaborating to create rules for a new game
• Understanding how to include everyone
• Working cooperatively with a partner or group
• Sharing highlights and challenges of games
• Recognising well-being and feelings of health and enjoyment connected
to physical activity such as hiking, swimming and games

PE 3-4.4
Participate in practice,
games and dances from
their own and other
cultures using movement
skills and strategies.
Incorporate inclusive
practices and test creative
solutions using speed,
direction, body position

PE 3-4.5
Understand and apply
simple rules and scoring
systems, play fairly and
cooperatively, including
others; sharing
experiences of success or
challenge and
acknowledging healthgiving aspects of
movement
PE 3-4.6
Participate in outdoor
activities, bushwalks and
activity camps

•

Engaging in hiking, climbing, swimming, wood gathering, campfire
building, trail following and camp set-up skills working safely and
cooperatively with the class, posing questions and creating solutions
• Swimming can include introduction to stroke styles as well as
continuation of buoyancy/floating skills
*Bothmer gymnastics exercises and games
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Achievement Standards Class 3 and 4
Health
By the end of Year 4 children can interpret health and safety rules and messages, discuss choices and
apply skills and understandings to problem solve and engage in behaviours that keep them healthy,
physically active and safe. They hike, camp and play creatively in nature and understand the benefits of
being healthy and physically active. They celebrate festivals in family and community life, describe
changes that occur as they grow older and recognise skills in dealing with change. They have an
increasingly strong sense of identity and experience of the ideals of human striving and they recognise
their own strengths and achievements. They are able to ask for help with tasks and problems. They are
guided to review their own behaviour and identify where their responses impact others. They
demonstrate positive skills to interact and cooperate with others and apply rules fairly. They celebrate
connections to community and describe what it provides for health and well-being.

Movement and Physical Activity
Children practice and refine movement skills in gymnastics, roundelays, games, dances and staff work as
well as bushwalks and camp activities. They develop strategies to overcome challenges in these
activities using fundamental movement skills and elements of movement in sequences through time,
space and in relationship to others.
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Classes 5 and 6
Health
In Classes 5 and 6 students enter an age when education about health choices becomes more
conscious. As they move towards increasingly independent social and personal lives they learn about
online safety, relationships, drugs and sexuality (teachers discern which aspects each class needs and
when).
In the study of the great sweep of history from Ancient India to the beginning of the Middle Ages they
encounter stories and biographies of human striving and development. They experience the emerging
independent human being and the struggle for inner freedom. They discover diverse cultural explorations
of human weakness and inspiration - from anger and greed to altruism; from discrimination and bullying
to mercy and justice; from addiction and dependence to freedom and integrity. These moving stories with
which they identify, dramatize, write about and illustrate are deeply effective in creating inner seeds for
integration and change. They can reach beyond abstract discussion through archetypal pictures and
stories.
In grammar lessons the use of the passive voice embodies the move into compassion and in Year 6 the
conditional and concessional express mercy and conscience. The teachers are strongly aware of the
inner effects of outer practices in the language, visual and performing arts.

Health

Classes 5 and 6

Content Descriptions

Content Elaborations - children may be involved in:

H 5-6.1 Plan, discuss and
contribute to a healthy, safe
and sustainable classroom
and school environment,
implementing and initiating
projects and safe practices

•

H 5-6.2 Develop objective
and sensitive aesthetic
expression and perceptions
of natural and artistic
phenomena and activities
in nature and sacred
spaces, building and
recognising healthy
connection to the natural
and built world

•

H 5-6.3 Become aware of
the beauty and majesty of
our cosmos and the unity of
humanity on the earth

•

•
•
•

•

•
•

•

Engaging in projects in the school organic garden or canteen,
supporting younger classes in their healthy food practices.
Taking responsibility for composting at their part of school.
Discussing health and nutrition in the history of Ancient Roman
society and in Australian history.
Following safety procedures in Science experiments.
Immersing themselves in quiet discernment of elements of nature in
varied landscapes
Gaining sensitivity and aesthetic discernment in auditory and visual
perception in relation to the arts and science experiences in
Astronomy, Acoustics and Optics, e.g. of colour, light, tone, a key
development in progression to cognitive discernment
Enhancing musical skills, artistic work with colour harmony, sculptural
gesture, Eurythmy, dance expression and Bothmer exercises and
experiencing the well-being this gives
Enjoying individual and group activities in the beauty of the natural
and built world and experiencing the support it gives to individual and
community well-being
Engaging in sky observations and experiencing the beauty of the stars
and their emanations upon humanity. Listening to stories from lands of
the mythology of the gods of these stars
Understanding the common human striving towards reconnection to
the cosmos as a spiritual basis of all religions, so developing tolerance
and empathy for the diversity of all cultures and religions
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Health

Classes 5 and 6

Content Descriptions

Content Elaborations - children may be involved in:

H 5-6.4 Understand the
equality and value the
diversity of all people and
the rights and freedoms this
entails; Recognise,
evaluate and respond
appropriately to behaviours
which involve emotional
responses, discrimination,
harassment or bullying.

•

H 5-6.5 Investigate and
discuss the role of
supportive information and
practice strategies for
preventative health, safety
and physical activity
including those associated
with relationships, different
strengths of feelings,
changes of puberty
including information
mediated by the teacher
from the community, media
and internet

Experiencing and discussing the historical stories of e.g. Christian,
Buddhist and Hindu values in human kindness, gentleness, mercy,
compassion and forgiveness.
• Recognising and discussing the behaviours which lack this kindness
and mercy and what appropriate responses might be both in historical
narratives and class interactions
• Studying the development of individual rights and the democratic
process in Roman History
• Applying understanding of individual equality to the experiences of the
class community, rules of fairness and social empathy
• Discussing ways in which those involved in bullying as victims,
bystanders, family or perpetrators could behave differently and how
help could be sought and rehearsing these
• Understanding physical and emotional safety issues and safe and
respectful social communication. Protection in on-line communication
is discussed as needed for each class or group of children
• Discussing situations and consequences of emotional outbursts on
others e.g. losing one’s temper
• Reflecting on the different interpretations of social situations e.g. party
invitations and others feelings
Puberty and Relationships
• Engaging in whole class, small group or individual discussions with
the teacher, as needed and appropriate in which questions about
timing and variation of bodily changes, hygiene products, health and
relationships can be brought
• Accessing suitable resources, mediated by the teacher and in
cooperation with parents, to support trustworthy knowledge and
information about changes of puberty, sexuality and respectful and
caring relationships
• Knowing reliable people who can help and provide further information
on puberty, sexuality, bullying and relationships can be accessed
including the teacher, school counsellor, school nurse or doctor
• Engaging in healthy interactions such as bush dancing, drama, music,
sports and camps in which gender issues are able to find a natural
and healthy resolution
• Discuss insights and strategies for coping with changing relationships,
including balancing power within friendships and relationships
• Discuss the importance of sense of belonging, social support and
community participation in well-being and emotional/mental health
• Discuss different strengths of feelings in diverse realms of life
Resources and Strategies
• Investigating resources which support health e.g. healthy eating, safe
physical activity and respectful relationships
• Discussing influences, both positive and negative on health choices
e.g. peer pressure, parents, media and internet
• Reflecting on experience and strategies to make healthy, safe
decisions about physical activity, well-being and social communication
• Discussing and rehearsing how to refuse to be involved in situations
they feel are uncomfortable or unsafe such as drugs, unhealthy foods,
risk-taking behaviours, bullying, unsuitable on-line communication or
media sources or sexual interactions.
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Health

Classes 5 and 6

Content Descriptions

Content Elaborations - children may be involved in:

H 5-6.6 Examine how
identities are influenced by
people and places

•
•
•

H 5-6.7 Explore and
respond to events and
stories in which people
meets success, challenge
or failure in such a way as
to strengthen their sense of
self.

•
•
•
•

Exploring how individual and cultural lifestyles and identities change
over time e.g. Ancient India through to Greco-Roman times and
current times
Exploring how place has an impact on identity and lifestyle e.g.
Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander culture and city or country life
Exploring how family and social connections, the media and popular
culture build our identities and the choices we make
Experiencing and discussing how persistence and application in class
activities and life skills bring progress and strengthening forces
Listening to stories of Ancient Cultures and the trials and
perseverance of the peoples of these times: e.g. Ancient Greece,
Alexander the Great, the Roman emperors
Listening to stories of scientists and explorers who meet with
challenge and sometimes apparent failure in their lives and others
who overcame obstacles to achieve success
Discussing challenge and success or failure in their lives and that of
the community
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Physical Education
Class 5
Holding the centre in rapid alternation of rhythm of movement is important at this age, as is balance
between levity and gravity and individual and group challenges e.g. 3rd Bothmer roundelay. These skills
are necessary to develop and master before team games are introduced with their need to hold their own
place and focus in the midst of movement all around them.
As part of an experience of Ancient Indian life, children engage in archery or other target practice.
The students have the potential for graceful and fluid movements. Gymnastics and work with equipment is
extended by a focus on original Olympic sports. These include running, long jump, discuss, javelin and
wrestling games. The Olympic ideals are fostered and in games the social cooperation is also a focus.

Class 6
The remaining play element of games disappears and exactness, clarity of form, structure, keeping score
and the teacher as referee are highlighted.
Connected to the study of Ancient Rome, is a theme of structured movement with a martial quality. They
move in geometrically lines, triangles and squares as reflected in the staff work of Bothmer gymnastics
and the Spring to the Triangle.
In the physical development, the curriculum draws on an increasing awareness of the muscles.
The children grow rapidly and so may appear less graceful and more held to the earth by gravity.
Circus skills are also included and increase awareness of movement in the frontal and sagittal planes.

Physical Education

Classes 5 and 6

Content Descriptors
PE 5-6-1
Design, refine and
perform specialized
gymnastics skills,
movement sequences
and dances in groups with
variations through time,
speed, special
dimensions and
interactions between
people

Elaborations - children may be involved in:
Class 5
• Designing and performing movement sequences incorporating all the
locomotor movement skills, tumbling, handstands, pyramids, vaults and
cartwheels, developing increased balance, strength and focus.
• Practicing dances from other cultures including ancient Indian, Persian,
Egyptian or Greek movement or dance
• Practicing archery and other target games e.g. Frisbees- learning to
keep one’s eye on the target----remaining calm and focused
Ancient Greek Olympic Skills
• Developing running, jogging technique e.g. in a large figure of 8
learning to hold balance around corners
• Practicing discuss exercises- first throwing a hula hoop then bowling
discuss toward each other leading to a standing throw- spinning anticlockwise
• Practicing techniques for javelin throwing with safety, following
directions of the teacher
• Practicing a standing long jump with small weights- 1 kg/2 lbs
• Playing wrestling games*- e.g. balancing on a log holding opponents
hand; penguin wrestling* strengthening the centre of gravity
• Leading to a final interschool sharing of the Olympic Games
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Physical Education

Classes 5 and 6

Content Descriptors

Elaborations - children may be involved in:
Class 6
• Learning and performing the Bothmer Gymnastics exercise, Spring to
the Triangle
• Designing and performing movement sequences to music,
incorporating locomotor movement skills, tumbling, handstands,
pyramids, vaults and cartwheels developing increased balance,
strength and focus
• Performing e.g. Roman marching skills, Moldavian folk-dancing skills

PE 5-6.2
Practice roundelays to
rhythms and rhymes

PE 5-6.3
Practice more complex
games with equipment
such as staves

Circus Skills
• Twirling fire sticks or staffs developing skill in wrist movement and body
awareness in the frontal and sagittal planes
• Juggling scarves (flicking up and catching down), bags, balls, bean
bags; turning the hand over – juggling in the centre line instead of
across to centre, standing against a wall and juggling
• Performing dive rolls, handstands, more complex pyramids
• Developing clowning skills in gymnastics
• Practicing balancing skills through e.g. stilt walking and doing
cartwheels holding hands
Class 5 and 6
• Class 5 – teacher calls out while children independently follow quick
instructions travelling in different directions in concentric circle stamping
and clapping in a circle using different rhythms
• Playing games which build an experience of the group, cooperating as
one
• Moving in all directions of space; spiraling in/out
• Playing games which build an experience of the individual selfcooperating as individuals
• Swinging the body so that the balance point is experienced in the middle
of the body
Class 5 and 6 - Staff work
• Increasing skill in staff work continues
• Practicing Clockface, Tides and Quadrat
• Precise and geometric forms e.g. squares and triangle forms
• Working in pairs coordinating rhythm and arm movement in passing the
staff
• Practice jumping over the staff in varying rhythms e.g. short, short, long
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Physical Education

Classes 5 and 6

Content Descriptors
PE 5-6.4
Practice games Using a variety of
movement skills, engage
in exploration of game
strategies whilst
developing inclusive
practices and finding
creative solutions

Elaborations - children may be involved in:
Participate in games from other cultures e.g. poison ball, lacrosse
Class 5
• Bandits*
• Playing games typified by in and out movements
• Playing games e.g. in which friend’s skills gets them back in the game
Class 6
• Go tag (in and out)* Tribes (a teamwork game)
• Captains* ball game with two teams.
• Circle*
• Intersection*
• Foxes and Rabbits*
• Softball, continuous cricket, bench-ball*- forerunner of netball- whole
team should end on the bench and come there by passing the ball to
someone standing on it
• Target practice knock cone over with a ball- pitching, bowling and
throwing
• Throwing and catching close- take a step back if successful. See how
far you can get. Some children live more on the frontal plane; some on
the sagittal plane e.g. throwing a ball- they will face the direction they
are wishing to throw toward; experience both in a balanced way.

PE 5-6.5
Demonstrate ethical
behaviour and fair play
aligning with rules;
participate positively in
groups, encouraging
others and negotiating
roles/ responsibilities
PE 5-6.6
Participate positively in
group work during
activities, bushwalks
and camps, encourage
others and negotiate
roles; find creative
solutions to challenges,
discuss effects of shared
regular activity on class
community connections,
health and well-being

•
•
•
•

•
•

•
•
•
•
•

Interpreting and applying rules and understanding consequences
Proposing creative solutions to include everyone
Working cooperatively with a partner or group, listening to others in a
conflict situation and helping to negotiate and implement solutions
Sharing highlights and challenges of games

Preparing as a community for the bushwalks and camps, experiencing
how involvement creates new social bonds in the class community
Plan activities, work out roles and responsibilities for leading camping
tasks e.g. tent set-up, gathering firewood, carrying equipment, and
encourage others in hiking, boating, climbing, horse-riding or bike riding
activities
Use creative thinking to find solutions to challenges during camp
activities- e.g. helping someone to complete a climbing task, finding a
new way to kayak around a rapid in the river
Engaging in hiking, climbing, swimming, wood gathering, campfire
building, trail following and camp set-up skills working safely and
cooperatively with the class, posing questions and creating solutions
Exploring water based sports such as sailing and surfing as part of the
Australian culture
Discuss their fitness for bushwalks and activities and how they can
prepare through regular activity
Discuss the feeling of health and well-being while being involved in
physical activity

*Bothmer gymnastics exercises and games
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Achievement Standards Class 5 and 6
Health
By the end of class 6, children describe how physical activity, celebrating diversity and connecting to the
environment support community well-being and cultural understanding. They explain the influence of
people and places on identity. They investigate developmental changes and transitions in life. They
recognise the influence of emotions on behaviours and discuss factors that influence how people interact.
They describe their own and others contributions to health, physical activity, safety and well-being. They
demonstrate fair play and skills to work collaboratively. They access and interpret health information and
apply decision-making and problem solving skills to enhance their own and others health, safety and wellbeing.

Movement and Physical activity
Children engage in gymnastics, games, dances and challenge activities on bushwalks and camps. They
find diverse movement activities they enjoy such as circus skills, Olympic events, games or sports and
develop expertise in them, performing specialised movement skills and sequences.
They move skilfully within the play of games and are able to solve challenges and develop strategies to
achieve their outcomes. Their movement skills are well-coordinated and timed in cooperation with others
in the activity.
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Year 7 – 10
Health - Overview
With adolescence comes a much greater self-consciousness of one’s own body. Young people in these
years are beginning to face more complex life decisions. Their lives and the environments in which they
are living are changing rapidly. Young people today need to respond to factors such as complex
community values, new technologies, media influence, environmental concerns, changing family
structures and employment patterns.
The focus on the Health curriculum contributes significantly to the cognitive, social, emotional, physical
and spiritual development of students. It provides the opportunity for young people to explore issues that
are likely to impact on the health and wellbeing of themselves and others, now and in the future.
Content structure
The Australian Curriculum is organised into two content strands: Personal, social and community health
and Movement and physical activity. The purpose of this document is to look specifically at the first
content strand: Personal, social and community health in relation to the Australian Steiner Curriculum
Framework for students from Year 7 to Year 10.
Framework in relation to the ASCF
In the stage of childhood from 14- 21 years, children’s development is focussed on physical and life
forces, soul and spiritual health. In the human being, these areas are delicately interwoven and as such,
the topics in this curriculum are often the following areas:
Physical Health and Life forces (PHLF)- all areas of health to do with the physical body, healthy
rhythms and strengthening vitality. This includes:
-

Lifestyle habits for wellbeing
Physical changes during adolescence
How connecting to nature enhances health and wellbeing

Soul Health (SOH)– all areas of health to do with the thinking and emotional human being. This includes:
-

The developing emotional capacities of the adolescent
Balanced and informed attitudes towards societal issues
Respectful relationships

Spiritual Health (SPH)- all areas of health to do with the expression of an individual’s will. These include:
-

Personal identity and self- image
Life challenge and crisis
Contribution to society
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Year 7
Health
In Class 7, the students reach 13 years of age, and become teenagers. There is still accelerated growth
in the limbs, and an associated awkwardness in movement. Sexual development continues in advance of
psychological development, and students become very conscious or self-conscious about their bodies.
Often, sporadic bursts of energy and willingness to engage in physical activity vie with periods of
lethargy.
There is a growing sense of self within the students, with a new relationship being established with the
world as a teenager. This can manifest in the challenging of adult authority, and yearning for
independence. This desire for independence and solitude is accompanied by feelings of anxiety,
sensitivity, embarrassment and subdued introspection. There may be significant differences between the
way boys and girls deal with the onset of adolescence, and students tend to form strong friendships in
small, tight-knit groups. Students may search for role models or develop crushes as they prepare to take
their place in the adult world.
Students are encouraged to take initiatives and to challenge attitudes and knowledge which they formerly
accepted on authority and in this way formulate their own point of view. In the striving for individuality,
students are encouraged to accept that others see the world differently.
As the students are poised on the threshold of the adult world and are beginning to see themselves as
both individuals and world citizens they can be expected to gradually take up social responsibilities with
their practice starting in the context of the class community.
Health

Physical Health and Life Forces – Year 7

Content Descriptions

Content Elaborations - Students may:

H 7.1 Investigate and select
strategies to promote their
health and wellbeing.
Developing skills on how to
gain and evaluate relevant
information on health
practices, to enhance the
health, safety and wellbeing
of their communities from a
variety of resources.

•

Discuss and understand the health conditions for life processes such
as breathing, warming (metabolism), circulation, maintenance,
growth and reproduction (Science 7.4) Discuss how health
behaviours such as nutrition, exercise habits, risk taking behaviour
may impact on these life processes.

•

Investigate preventive health practices relevant to young people and
engage in experiments to bring about awareness of their own body’s
responses to these practices. (Science 7.4)

•

Research a variety of snack and lunch options, evaluating nutritional
value, value for money and sustainability impacts to create a weekly
menu plan.

•

Discuss the influence of marketing on people's food choices.

•

Perform experiments and experience demonstrations which illustrate
nourishment through the senses.(Science 7.4)

•

Listen to stories and engage in experiments to gain an
understanding of personal health and hygiene and the results of
neglect and of regular maintenance. Topics to include; elimination of
waste through perspiration and respiration, appropriate care of teeth,
skin and hair, when to see a doctor, clean clothes and bedding.
(Science 7.4)

•

Examine strategies for safe practices in different environments,
including transport and aquatic environments.
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Health

Physical Health and Life Forces – Year 7

Content Descriptions

Content Elaborations - Students may:

H 7.2 Plan and implement
strategies for connecting to
nature to promote the health
and well-being of themselves
and their communities.

•

Review and discuss themes such as the monastic lifestyle, religious
freedom, colonisation and native cultures, as expressed through the
Literature of the Medieval World/ Age of Discovery/ Renaissance/
Australia. (English 7.2)

•

Closely observe a living thing (flower, bird) and/or a favourite nature
place and write a description of the observations and experience,
developing reverence for the beauties of the natural world and
growing in confidence in the ability to identify and express feelings.
(English 7.3)

•

Reflect on the physical, social, emotional and spiritual benefits to
health and wellbeing of being outdoors and of being active in a
natural setting. Outdoor education experiences.

•

Discuss the role of festivals, which focus on seasons or other
aspects of nature, in the life of a school or community. Students are
involved in the planning of festivals and take part in leadership roles
for younger grades.

Health

Soul Health – Year 7

Content Descriptions

Content Elaborations - Students may:

H 7.3 Understand personal,
physical and social changes
that occur as they grow older
and develop strategies to
manage these changes.

•

Investigate the changing nature of peer and family relationships in
relation to stages of child development, proposing strategies to
manage these changes.

•

Analyse how roles and responsibilities change and evaluate
strategies for managing these increasing responsibilities.

•

Observe and make experiments for themselves in regards to the
basic mechanical processes that lay a foundation for understanding
of the physical operation of our joints and limb system. (Science 7.2)

•

Develop knowledge of self-care and environmental health factors
that affect them and others. (Science 7.3)

•

Examine the values of the Code of Chivalry and of Courtly Love and
their relevance for society today. (English 7.1)

•

Discuss and investigate gender roles and gender conditioning and
how these influence and impact on relationships. (Science 7.4)

•

Take part in activities such as roleplay, drama or writing which allow
students to better understand their own sexuality and that of others.
(Science 7.4)

•

Examine how individuals, family and peer groups influence people’s
behaviours, decisions and actions.

•

Understand and apply social protocols to enhance relationships with
others and protect their own wellbeing, including recognising and
responding to inappropriate online content.

H 7.4 Investigate what a
respectful relationship is and
examine how this impacts on
their own and others health
and well-being.
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Health

Soul Health – Year 7

Content Descriptions

Content Elaborations - Students may:

H 7.5 Identify and analyse
factors that influence the
emotional capacities of the
adolescent.

•

Write a personal moral code for life today. (English 7.1)

•

Understand the social value of beauty, its wider sense in relation to
moral or ethical code and its connection to truth and goodness.
(English 7.2)

Develop strategies to build
empathy, trust and sensitivity
for themselves and others.

•

Raise awareness of their emotional well-being, express their feelings
with increasing refinement, find balance and grow in confidence;
connect to the world through a sense of awe and reverence; respond
in a creative way to a wide range of literary texts on the themes of
wish, wonder and surprise. (English 7.3)

•

Understand how each soul state has a shadow side. Write about
these experiences and analyse or recognise how the mood is
expressed. (English 7.3)

•

Practice Bothmer Gym trust games and exercises

•

Learn about the orders of Knights, the nature and importance of
honour and the Code of Chivalry in the knightly life (History 7.1)

•

Study biographies of influential individuals from the Renaissance and
Reformation periods bringing an appreciation for the power of
individual pursuits and achievements. (History 7.2)

•

Find common themes of love, honour, ethics, power, religious
freedom and trust as well as the differences between historical time
periods and cultures through studying the literature of the Medieval
World/Age of Discovery/ Renaissance/Australia (English 7.2)

•

Examine the impact of European settlement on the lives of individual
indigenous Australians as well as on their culture. Reflect, write,
draw, enact or create music to express their responses. (English 7.2)

•

Explore the crusades and their role in the diffusion of technology,
culture and scientific knowledge from the Muslim lands to Europe.
(History 7.1)

•

Explore how kinship and extended-family structures in different
cultures support and enhance health and wellbeing. (Geography 7.2:
Indigenous Societies and Civilisations)

•

Research how stereotypes and prejudice are challenged in their
community.

•

Examine values and beliefs about cultural and social issues Topics
could be chosen as needed by the class: e.g. Bullying,
discrimination, harassment.

H 7.6 Examine why
individuals and communities
value diversity and promote
inclusivity.
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Health

Spirit Health – Year 7

Content Descriptions

Content Elaborations - Students may:

H 7.7 Investigate,
understand, and explore how
identities are influenced and
created by society and
culture.

• Examine the values of the Code of Chivalry and of Courtly Love and
their relevance for society today. (English 7.1)
• Recognise and explain how literature of the Medieval World/Age of
Discovery/ Renaissance/Australia relate to their contexts and reflect
the society and culture in which they were created. (English 7.2)
• Recognise and explain how language evolves to reflect a changing
world and Identify how language is used to express opinions, and to
make evaluative judgments about people, places, things and texts.
(English 7.4)
• Describe the development of feudalism, its positive and negative
impacts on the lives of people in different strata of society. (History
7.1)
• Identify the legacies of the Renaissance and Reformation periods in
the arts, culture, politics and religion of the present to identify how
events in history flow on to the present and shape cultures. (History
7.2)
• Take part in activities such as role-play, drama or writing which allow
students to better understand aspects of gender and sexuality.
(Science 7.4)
• Investigate the factors that influence personal and cultural identities.
(Science 7.4)
• Investigate how changing feelings and attractions are part of
developing identities.

H 7.8 Practice and apply
strategies to seek assistance
and guidance for themselves
or others.

• Collaborate with peers to suggest strategies they could use in
emergencies.
• Demonstrate basic first-aid principles and strategies, i.e. camps and
at school. (Science 7.4)
• Examine scenarios to highlight how emotions, dispositions and
decision making can affect outcomes.
• Explore, discuss and write about areas of potential addiction and
safe ways of dealing with these issues. Focus area tobacco smoking.
(Science 7.4)
• Develop skills in creative and practical thinking, through observation,
recording, manual dexterity and real life problem solving. (Science
7.1-7.4)
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Year 7 Nutrition Main Lesson student books
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Year 8
Health
In Class 8, students reach 14 years of age, a significant point in the transition from childhood to
adolescence. The physical and psychological changes of adolescence are well under way. They are
often awkward in their own bodies and have sometimes lost the gracefulness of childhood. Acne,
‘gangliness’, clumsiness and a new vulnerable awareness of their feeling and thought life are some of the
characteristics of the adolescent. Growth in height and sexual development is established and noticeable
in the boys’ breaking voices and the onset of physical maturation and menstruation in the girls.
An independent life of feeling emerges at this age and is often accompanied by emotional turbulence but
the changing tides of emotions form part of the developmental pathway. Gender differences are not as
fixed as previously: some girls and boys tend to be more able to express and share their feelings in small
cohesive groups, while others prefer to be outdoors playing active physical games.
As the critical faculties of students sharpen, the world of ideas acquires new meaning and rules come
under scrutiny. Students like reasoning and are reasonable. Their descriptive observational ability is
maturing and phenomena can be described that are increasingly complex. Abstract causality can begin to
be appreciated.
It is an age where students are struggling with distinguishing their own moral stance to issues of the
world. The struggle takes place in the competition between the ideals they have been given by their
previous education (family and school), the demands of their changing biology and their need to find
ownership of their own stance in life. Moral capacity is built by paying attention to the interrelationship
between the students’ sharpening minds, tender hearts, and their limbs, which appear to struggle with
gravity at this stage.

5

Health

Physical Health and Life Forces – Year 8

Content Descriptions

Content Elaborations - Students may:

H 8.1 Investigate and select
strategies to promote their
health and wellbeing.
Developing skills on how to
gain and evaluate relevant
information on health
practices, to enhance the
health, safety and wellbeing
of their communities from a
variety of resources.

•

Investigate reasons why young people choose to use or not use
drugs and other unsustainable practises, proposing strategies to
make informed choices.

•

Discuss the influence of peers and other communities in making
health choices and propose ways to support others who are going
through challenging times.

•

Propose and practise strategies for celebrating safely, including
assertiveness, refusal skills, planning travel arrangements and
contingency plans.

•

Investigate food-serving recommendations from a variety of time
periods, including The Australian Guide to Healthy Eating 5,
discussing how trends in health and diet have changed according to
scientific understanding and cultural beliefs.

•

Investigate organic and biodynamic farming and how these practises
influence food quality and nutrition. Including practical experiences,
tasting, cooking and gardening. (Science, 8.2, 8.5 Gardening)

https://www.eatforhealth.gov.au/guidelines/australian-guide-healthy-eating
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Health

Physical Health and Life Forces – Year 8

Content Descriptions

Content Elaborations - Students may:

H 8.2 Plan and implement
strategies for connecting to
nature to promote the health
and well-being of
themselves and their
communities.

•

Gain a deeper understanding and insight of human nutrition and the
science of chemistry with a focus on carbohydrates, protein, fats,
minerals and vitamins, how they are formed in nature, their sources,
how they are processed in the body and why they are important in
the human diet. (Science 8.2)

•

Examine and discuss how different cultures value the contribution of
the mind-body-spirit connection to health and wellbeing.

•

Investigate preventive health practices relevant to young people and
how to seek support in these areas.

•

Complete an in-depth novel study where the content of the novel
addresses the socio-emotional developmental needs of the students
or addresses themes within a community or group of people. (English
8.4)

•

Identify local natural resources and built environments where
individuals and groups can connect as a community and participate in
physical and social activities.

•

Partake in planning aspects of a festival or event which focuses on
seasons or other aspects of nature. (ASCF)

•

Investigate some examples of chemical change that occur in
everyday life; i.e. photosynthesis and respiration. (Science 8.2)

Health

Soul Health – Year 8

Content Descriptions

Content Elaborations - Students may:

H 8.3 Understand personal,
physical and social changes
that occur as they grow
older and develop strategies
to manage these changes.

•

Assess appropriate health information and services that support
young people to effectively manage changes and transitions as they
grow older (as guided by the teacher).

•

Evaluate and practise coping, communication and problem-solving
skills to manage changes and emotions associated with puberty and
getting older.

•

Investigate the emotional changes which occur during puberty and
how these influence the adolescent.

•

Investigate how the skeleton gives shape and support to the body;
how it helps the body to move; provides protection to some of the
most important inner organs of the body and is important in blood
production as well as the storage of calcium and phosphorous.
(Science 8.1)
Complete an in-depth novel study where the content of the novel
addresses the socio-emotional developmental needs of the students

H 8.4 Investigate what a
respectful relationship is,

•
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Health

Soul Health – Year 8

Content Descriptions

Content Elaborations - Students may:

and examine how this
impacts on their own and
others health and wellbeing.

H 8.5 Identify and analyse
factors that influence the
emotional capacities of the
adolescent.
Develop strategies to build
empathy, trust and
sensitivity for themselves
and others.

H 8.6 Examine why
individuals and communities
value diversity and promote
inclusivity.

or addresses themes within a community or group of people. (English
8.4)
•

Examine how individuals, family and peer groups influence people’s
behaviours, decisions and actions with a view to developing
strategies for limiting this influence.

•

Recognise the impact bullying and harassment can have on
relationships in a variety of communication contexts.

•

Investigate emotional changes which occur during puberty and how
these influence communications in relationships.
Explore the ‘soul’ qualities in poetry and how these are expressed
e.g., musical elements, appeal to the senses, imagery, mood, tone
and voice, etc. (English 8.2)

•

•

Explore and understand Shakespearean drama in terms of: the
manner in which language evokes the spirit, and character of
individuals, and their circumstances and why people do what they do.
(English 8.3)

•

Explore the influence of significant groups and individuals on the
course of social change, studying people who have selflessly worked
for others or who have brought about change through courage,
inspiring the young person to stand for their true ideals. (History 8.1)

•

Recognise and interpreting emotional responses to stressful
situations and proposing strategies for managing these responses.

•

Participate in Bothmer Gym stave work as sensitivity and trust
building exercises (PE)
Listen to/research the stories of the life and times of poets from
different historical and cultural traditions, noting the characteristic
features that give expression to differing historical and cultural
contexts. (English 8. 2)

•

•

Research and discuss protest, revolution and resistance of the 20th
and 21st century, the causes and consequences and the contrasting
experiences of different individuals and sections of society. (History
8.1)

•

Identify and understand the changing nature of society during the
Industrial Revolution, considering cultural, social, religious and ethnic
diversity. (History 8.2)

•

Investigate how respecting diversity and challenging racism, sexism,
disability discrimination, transphobia and homophobia influence
individual and community health and wellbeing.
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Health

Soul Health – Year 8

Content Descriptions

Content Elaborations - Students may:
•

Examine values and beliefs about cultural and social issues such as
gender, race, violence, sexuality and disability

Health

Spirit Health – Year 8

Content Descriptions

Content Elaborations - Students may

H 8.7 Investigate,
understand, and explore
how identities are influenced
and created by society and
culture.

•

Identify the principles that empower persuasive language and
advertising. Investigate the use of persuasive language in
propaganda, speech making, advertising and other forms of mass
media and consider the influence of different styles and forms of
writing and speaking on the way we communicate with each other.
Specifically, in relation to youth heath issues such as healthy body
image and nutrition. (English 8.1)

•

Investigate how different poems reflect the changes in society which
occurred at the time they were written. Recognise, explain and value
differing cultural viewpoints and concerns as represented in poems.
(English 8.2)

•

Recognise and understand the underlying features of the society
which produced the body of literature we know as Shakespearean
drama. Compare and contrast with current societal norms. (English
8.2)

•

Become aware of the variety of codes and switching of codes,
through observing body language; developmental use of language,
how small children use language, etc; Germanic and Romance
elements in English. (English 8.5)

•

Research significant individuals of the revolutions of the 20th and
21st century, their motives, values and actions, comparing these with
modern champions of liberty and reform. (History 8.1)

•

Develop strategies to promote safety in communication in varied
environments. Include presentations from experts in the field e.g.,
police or youth health liaison officer.

•

Investigate how changing feelings and attractions are part of
developing sexual identities.

•

Explore help-seeking scenarios young people encounter and sharing
strategies for dealing with each situation.

•

Demonstrate basic first-aid principles and strategies.

H 8.8 Practice and apply
strategies to seek
assistance and guidance for
themselves or others.
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Year 8 gardening and farming
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Classes 7 and 8
Physical Education
Related Class 7 themes of the year include Medieval Life, the Voyages of Discovery and Renaissance
in History, Physiology and Mechanics in Science and Arthurian Tales and the Middle Ages in English.
The medieval theme in history is incorporated into stick fighting, broadsword and archery in years 7 and
8. Movement in the sagittal plane is thus a focus. Staff work of Bothmer Gymnastics includes the exercise
related to the lunge, the Rolling Staff. The history of the Voyages of Discovery and mapping skills may be
applied to sailing experiences for the students.
In year 7 the student’s movement gesture in gymnastics is extended towards quick/impulsive and
springing movements, such as Spring to the Middle Point, The Form of the Triangle and The Crash,
which are part of floor work and the asymmetric bars. There is a focus on awareness of the tendon’s role
in movement as well as the muscles at this age.
The students have strong and fluid mobility and supple flexibility. They can separate themselves from the
group in their focus and can begin to oversee the game and its tactics while on the field. They have a
mature capacity of sensory integration which allows them to be aware of themselves within the
boundaries of the field. Their inner picturing ability has been nurtured by the curriculum thus far and they
are ready to move to objective spatial images. However, trust games and exercises, such as the Moon
Exercise and Bean Pole are highly beneficial to reinforce social cohesion and respect for others feelings.
Gymnastics movements focus on swinging and lead to an experience of centre and periphery, such as
Slinging the Circle. Finding one’s own rhythm and discovering the moment of focussed impulse to begin
the planned movement are important at this age, such as Spring to the Middle Point, The Form of the
Triangle and The Crash.
Year 8
Students gain in physical strength and yet also feel the increasing weight of their bodies. There is an
emphasis on gross motor movement, as well as developing a consciousness of the breath, such as
Rolling the Spine, The Rhythms and The Fall through Space of Bothmer Gymnastics. Activities are also
introduced which provide challenge - including abseiling, kayaking, and mountaineering. Self-reliance and
enhancement of the experience of nature are important experiences.
Physical education draws on history themes of the Renaissance (taught at the end of Year 7 or
beginning of Year 8), French Revolution and Industrial Revolution. Thus fencing now becomes a sport.
Fitness in Years 7 and 8
In Years 7 to 8 training in physical activity incorporates aerobic conditioning, strength training and
development of joint mobility. Fitness testing, planning and monitoring is taken up more consciously.
Track and field events are varied and each student, according to their physical capacities and
preferences can experience success and enjoyment in diverse activities. The opportunity to experience
the links between the enjoyment of activity, the sensation of fitness and feeling of well-being is an aim for
this age, so that now students consciously adopt a sport or athletic event as a regular part of their lives
and accept that they are responsible for their own health and fitness.
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Physical Education
Content Descriptor
PE 7-8.1 Participate in a
variety of track and field
events and use feedback
to develop and improve
skills in –
o challenging
situations
o suppleness
o endurance and
speed
o spring and height
o solidness
o skill

Years 7 and 8
Elaborations - Students may:

PE 7-8.2 Practise and
apply movement skills
and elements and
evaluate chosen
strategies for challenges
in a diverse range of
sports

•

•

•

•

Developing specialised skills and using feedback to improve
performance in athletics events of
Running, hurdling, relay, walking
Long Jump, High Jump, Shot Put, Discus, Javelin
Analysing own and other’s performances and giving and receiving
feedback

Gaining skills in varied sports and transferring them to other sports,
games and physical activities
Explaining how they use the elements of effort, space, time, objects and
people in sporting skills, and evaluating their choices

•

Applying and improving skills in Basketball
Footwork, passing/receiving, dribbling, shooting, offensive tactics,
defensive tactics, using feedback and evaluating strategies

•

Applying and improving skills in Cricket
Batting grip and stance, backlift, forward defence, forward straight drive,
backward defence, drive off the back foot, cover drive, running/calling,
bowling for line & length, swing bowling, fielding, throwing and catching,
stopping a ground ball, catching a high ball - using feedback and
evaluating strategies

•

Applying and improving skills in Handball (European)
Throwing and catching, dribbling, movement, goal shooting, goal
keeping, positional play/tactics, throw-ins, corner throws, umpires throwusing feedback and evaluating strategies

•

Applying skills in Netball
Throwing- one handed shoulder pass, two handed pass, bounce pass,
catching, goal shooting, footwork- one-footed or static landing, twofooted push off, attacking- lead and dodge, defending- guarding,
intercepting- using feedback and evaluating strategies

•

Applying skills in Soccer
Individual ball work, passing for speed and accuracy, positioning to pass
ball, moving off the ball in order to receive it, receiving the ball with
different parts of the feet, instep/side of foot/trapping the ball/thigh,
chest, head- using feedback and evaluating strategies

Year 8
• Applying further skills in Soccer
Wall pass, square pass, setting-up pass through pass, reverse pass and
tackling, finding space to receive pass, movement with the ball, tactical
manoeuvres, positional play, free kicks, penalties- using feedback and
evaluating strategies
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Physical Education
Content Descriptor

PE 7-8.3 Participate in
Gymnastics and
demonstrate how the
elements of movement
enhance movement
sequences

Years 7 and 8
Elaborations - Students may:
•

Applying skills in Football (Australian Rules)
Possession chest mark, picking up a ball, ready position, kicking drop
punt - both feet-torpedo), handball - both hands (emphasis on accuracy),
hitting on, running, evasion, running with the ball, bouncing
touch ball on ground, side step, the spin, the weave, checking
shepherding, spoiling, watching opponent, positional play attack
defence (no followers)- using feedback and evaluating strategies used

•

Applying skills in Hockey
grip for drive-footwork, for push- footwork, stopping the ball
close, dribbling passing, tackling, dodging, bully, goal shooting
keeping, obstruction- using feedback and evaluating strategies used

•

Applying skills in Volleyball
Digging or forearm pass- clean handling, underarm serve -controlled,
accurate passing, setting or overhead pass -consistent serving, spiking
action – standing- court positions and rotation- using feedback and
evaluating strategies used

•

Applying skills in Tennis
forehand drive and backhand drive, grip, footwork, contact, follow
through, serve, tactics and scoring, volley, lob, smash, tournament playusing feedback and evaluating strategies

•

Participating in gymnastics using techniques in take-off, landing, speed,
timing and direction to improve performance on the
Year 7
• Asymmetric bars – swinging to experience the new centre of gravity, flip
through asymmetric bars- weight thrown further than body
• Vault- handsprings, straddle vaults, handstands.
• Floor- completing springs from floor, kip from floor, headspring, neckspring, handspring very fast back onto feet
• Bothmer Gymnastics exercises of Spring to the Middle Point, The Form
of the Triangle and The Crash.
Year 8- in addition
• Bothmer Gymnastics exercises of Slinging the Circle, the Rolling staff,
Rolling the Spine, The Rhythms and The Fall through Space, Moon
Exercise.
• High bars- give steps and requirement from mini tramp with an upward
circle over the high bar. Also a pull over- summersault.
• Horses- a dive roll using thick crash mat

PE 7-8.4 Contribute to
planning, participate in
and monitor physical
fitness in diverse
activities

•
•
•
•

Performing activities that improve fitness in skills and health benchmarks
Participating in the Australian Fitness Award and monitoring
improvement- sit and reach, sit ups, standing long jump, push ups, 50m
sprint and 1.6 km run
Understanding the physiology of the body and measuring health
indicators such as heart rate, breathing and ability to talk under different
conditions
Helping create a personal or class physical fitness plan and monitoring
success
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Physical Education
Content Descriptor
PE 7-8.5 Participate in
and investigate cultural
and historical
significance of physical
activities such as
fencing, sailing or
archery

Years 7 and 8
Elaborations - Students may:
•
•
•
•
•
•

PE 7-8.6 Practice and
apply personal and social
skills in physical activities
and create and modify
scoring systems for fair
play, safety and
inclusivity.

•
•
•
•
•
•

Participating in broadsword, archery, staff work (lunge and stick grab.
Stick wrestle) and stick fighting and understanding their part in life during
the Middle Ages
Participating in fencing skills and investigating their significance during
the Renaissance
Orienteering including mapping skills and navigation. Participating in
map reading, compass work, navigating and aerial photograph
interpretation as part of outdoor education
Participating in sailing and investigating the skills, role in society and
global ramifications of sailing during the Age of Discovery
Swimming including refining stroke styles and developing diving skills,
distance swimming and tumble turns
Horse-riding in the natural environment
Adopting roles and responsibilities to support planning, enhance team
cohesion, achieve successful outcomes
Appreciating diversity of skills in others that add enjoyment and diversity
to the game
Enjoying the play of the game while maintaining self-image regardless of
the outcome of scores
Recognising and avoiding potential hazards in the natural environment
Consistently and fairly applying rules and scoring and modifying them for
enjoyment, inclusive practice and success
Supporting the success of team mates and celebrating goals achieved
by others
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Achievement Standards Years 7 and 8
Health
By the end of Year 8, students evaluate strategies and resources to manage changes and transitions and
investigate their impact on identities. Students evaluate the impact on wellbeing of relationships and
valuing diversity. They analyse factors that influence emotional responses. They investigate strategies
and practices that enhance their own, others’ and community health, safety and wellbeing. They
investigate and apply movement concepts and select strategies to achieve movement and fitness
outcomes. They examine the cultural and historical significance of physical activities and examine how
connecting to the environment can enhance health and wellbeing.
Students apply personal and social skills to establish and maintain respectful relationships and promote
safety, fair play and inclusivity. They demonstrate skills to make informed decisions, and propose and
implement actions that promote their own and others’ health, safety and wellbeing.

Physical Education
Students have relearnt an agility or gracefulness and coordination in a more conscious way after growth
patterns of puberty. They can compete against an opponent in a variety of sports in a harmonious way,
being able to maintain self-image while experiencing the success or loss of the game and recognising
and appreciating diversity of skills.
They investigate and apply movement concepts and select strategies to achieve movement and fitness
outcomes. They examine the cultural and historical significance of physical activities and examine how
connecting to the environment can enhance health and wellbeing.
Students demonstrate control and accuracy when performing specialised movement sequences and
skills. They apply movement concepts and refine strategies to suit different movement situations. They
apply the elements of movement to compose and perform movement sequences.

Year 7 Trust Exercises
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Year 9
Health
In Class 9, the students reach 15 years of age, and as their powers of intellect become more active, their
physical bodies become stronger and heavier. The growth spurt in the limbs are balanced out by the rest
of the body, and the physique begins to appear less ungainly and more graceful. Boys may begin to feel
the strength of their muscles, and there is a need for activity and physical exertion for all students. The
menstrual cycle is well established for most girls.
The students tend to express harsh judgements of sympathy and antipathy, especially towards parents,
other authority figures, routines and rules. Some girls are more confident in their social, verbal
expression whereas some boys, whose attention is directed towards the growth of their physical strength,
may appear less socially confident. The search for independence that awakens with the increased activity
in their feeling life can sometimes take extreme forms. Their growing emotional autonomy is
accompanied by a paradoxical childlike dependency and need for emotional comfort. The 15 year olds
search to bring themselves into balance and harmony with the world. It is important that they are
supported in achieving this goal and also helped to nurture their newly born sense of identity and
personal freedom.
A capacity for stringent logic awakens within the Class 9 student. This new power of thinking allows and
requires distance from self and others. The students develop a clearer structure to their thinking and are
able to make causal deductions. There is a move from judgement based on feeling to judgement based
on observation and understanding. The students demonstrate a growing ability to discover the underlying
principles behind phenomena by using analytical processes. It is best if they are asked to use their
discernment in the field of practical judgement.

Health

Physical Health and Life Forces – Year 9

Content Descriptions

Content Elaborations - Students may:

H 9.1 Implement and evaluate
responses to situations where
external influences may impact
on their ability to make health and
safe choices.

•

Evaluate and apply relevant
information on health practices to
decisions that enhance the
health, safety and wellbeing of
themselves and their
communities from a variety of
resources

•

•
•
•
•

Explore the way personal beliefs and moral values impact on
others in the community and consider the part played by
individual destiny and character as a third factor that influences
the nature-nurture debate. (English 9.1)
Critique and select the most suitable and reliable sources of
health information according to the decision that needs to be
made, whilst exploring and debunking common myths that
influence health decisions.
Evaluate the influence of personal, social, environmental and
cultural factors on decision and actions young people take in
relation to their health, safety and wellbeing.
Engage in experiments and collection of data to understand the
correlation between use of technology and substance use; i.e.
Driving cars and drinking alcohol. (Science 9.1, 9.2, 9.3,9.4)
Examine actions to take greater responsibility in relation to their
own health. (Science 9.3)
Investigate, prepare, and deliver community-action initiatives
that have had a positive influence on the health and wellbeing of
their communities.
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Health

Physical Health and Life Forces – Year 9

Content Descriptions

Content Elaborations - Students may:

H 9.2 Self initiate community
projects that promote their own
and others’ connection to nature
for health and well-being.

•
•
•

Discuss the role of the family and community, and the
responsibilities of scientists in relation to global ecology and
sustainability. (English 9.1)
Discuss the effects of alcoholism; i.e. Invite people from
Alcoholics Anonymous to describe the disease of alcoholism.
(Science 9.4)
Design and adopt actions which promote healthy, active and
sustainable lifestyles.

Health

Soul Health – Year 9

Content Descriptions

Content Elaborations - Students may:

H 9.3 Examine personal, physical
and social changes and
transitions that occur and their
effect on relationships.

•

•
•

•

•
•

H 9.4 Investigate how empathy
and ethical decision making
contribute to respectful
relationships.

•

H 9.5 Evaluate hypothetical and
real life situations, discuss a
range of possible emotional
responses and reflect on their
outcomes.

•

•

•
•
•

Practice skills to deal with challenging or unsafe situations, such
as refusal skills, communicating choices, expressing opinions
and initiating contingency plans; ie through drama and role
plays.
Select a character from a play and focus on the way in which
the writer develops the character. (English 9.4)
Write in journals on a daily basis on an autobiographical topic:
early life, toddler, Kindergarten, school camp. Learn to listen
attentively to each other; grow in confidence as they learn how
to share experiences/memories. (English 9.3)
Discuss challenging themes and issues relating to personal and
wider social and cultural experiences and draw up a
sociologist’s report of the social and cultural issues raised in the
text. (English 9.5)
Identify and describe the social, economic and political changes
that have occurred since the Industrial Revolution, in different
countries and social groups. (History 9.1)
Evaluate how events, groups and cultures have contributed to
the development of culture and identity at different time periods.
(History 9.2)
Investigate the characteristics of positive, respectful
relationships and the rights and responsibilities of individuals in
relationships.
Compare student’s decision making with those of others and
acknowledge other’s rights to act differently and to change their
mind.
Develop, practice and apply skills of mediation to resolving peer
issues.
Critically review and present an oral report of an
autobiographical or biographical text. (English 9.3)
Select a character from a play and focus on the way in which
the writer develops the character. (English 9.4)
Propose strategies for managing emotional responses and
resolving conflict in a family or social situation or online
environment.
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Health

Soul Health – Year 9

Content Descriptions

Content Elaborations - Students may:

H 9.6 Critique behaviour and
social, cultural and economic
factors that effect and influence
the health and well-being of
communities.

•
•

•
•
•
•

Gain an understanding of the way that alcohol has been part of
cultural evolution and the role that it plays today on human
consciousness and social life. (Science 9.3)
Analyse the implications of attitudes and behaviours such as
prejudice, marginalisation, transphobia, homophobia, sexism,
discrimination, violence and harassment on individuals and
communities, the health resources available, and propose
counter-measures to prevent these behaviours.
Analyse the ways in which writing in Australia reflects the
political, social and economic realities of particular periods.
(English 9.1)
Critically review the way in which the development of theatre
reflects the socio-cultural aspects of particular time periods.
(English 9.4)
Discuss challenging themes and issues relating to personal and
wider social and cultural experiences and draw up a report of
the social and cultural issues raised in the text. (English 9.5)
Identify and describe the social, economic and political changes
since the Industrial Revolution in different countries and social
groups. (History 9.1)
• Research, evaluate and discuss the impact of colonisation
on Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander communities.
(History 9.1)
• Examine social, cultural and economic factors that influence
the health behaviours of people in their community.
• Investigate the role that extended family and broader
community play in the lives of Aboriginal and Torres Strait
Islander peoples.

Health

Spirit Health – Year 9

Content Descriptions

Content Elaborations - Students may:

H 9.7 Evaluate factors that shape
identities and analyse how
individuals impact the identities of
others.

•

•
•
•
•
•

Analyse how societal norms, stereotypes and expectations
influence how young people think about their bodies, food,
physical activity, sexual health, drugs and or risk-taking
behaviours.
Investigate how cultural beliefs and practices surrounding
transitions to adulthood differ between cultures.
Explore how Australian literature informs our society and shapes
our sense of self and Australian identity. (English 9.1)
Explore and reflect on personal understanding of the world and
significant human experience in relation to the philosophical
influences of Romanticism. (English 9.2)
Discuss challenging themes and issues relating to personal and
wider social and cultural experiences and draw up a report of
the social and cultural issues raised in the text. (English 9.5)
Develop an understanding of the histories of cultural groups that
have contributed to the Australian identity including Indigenous
Australians, understanding that the concept of national identity
is always changing. (History 9.2)
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Health

Spirit Health – Year 9

Content Descriptions

Content Elaborations - Students may:
•
•

H 9.8 Plan, rehearse and
evaluate options (including CPR
and first aid) for managing
situations where their own or
others’ health, safety and well –
being may be at risk.

•
•

Examine issues and events from multiple perspectives taking
into consideration Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander, gender,
cultural, regional and global perspectives. (History 9.2)
Identify and describe significant ideas influencing religion,
politics and culture of particular time periods. (History 9.1)
Practice and apply strategies to seek assistance and guidance
for themselves or others.
Propose and practise a range of realistic responses to scenarios
where peers are encouraging them to take unnecessary risks.
Topics may include: camps, excursions, parties, experimenting
with substances.

Year 9 Rock climbing – physical challenge, trust and team-work skills
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Year 10
Health
In Class 10, students reach 16 years of age. In dealing with their emerging sexuality, relationships and,
their growing awareness of their physical presence and power, 16 year olds are faced with a threshold
experience which presents an opportunity for the healthy development of individuality.
The sixteen year-old yearns to understand the world and to find their sense of purpose within it. The
Class 9 search for balance and harmony begins to bear fruit. The development of greater clarity of
thought and an increasing ability to form balanced judgments helps pupils to extricate themselves from
the unstable nature of their emotional lives. There is a greater capacity for reflection, which can lead on
the one hand to self-consciousness and the pain of growing existential awareness, on the other they
become capable of great feats of compassion, endurance, intellectual and physical prowess. Students
begin to discover their own inner freedom to determine their pathway through life. Sexual relationships
can form; social relationships can be healthy or get lost in group activities. Self-esteem is very important
to develop.
The students in Class 10 increasingly develop the capacity to take responsibility for their own work and
behaviour, and are able to make and follow through choices based on their own insight. Where the 15
year-olds make strong judgements largely based on emotional responses, the 16 year-old students
become able to form more balanced opinions and are able to justify them articulately. They are
increasingly able to develop empathy, and respond to the practical needs of those around them.
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Health

Physical Health and Life Forces – Year 10

Content Descriptions

Content Elaborations- Students may:

H 10.1 Implement and evaluate
responses to situations where
external influences may impact
on their ability to make healthy
and safe life choices.

•

Evaluate and apply relevant
information on health practices to
decisions that enhance the
health, safety and wellbeing of
themselves and their
communities from a variety of
resources

•

•

•

•

•

H 10.2 Self initiate community
projects that promote their own
and others’ connection to nature
for health and well-being.

•

•

•

Critique images and messages in the media that portray what it
means to have a good time and be fun to be around, and
evaluating how these can be interpreted.
Evaluate the influence of personal, social, environmental and
cultural factors on decision and actions young people take in
relation to their health, safety and wellbeing, discussing
strategies to minimize this.
Explore external influences on sexuality and sexual health
behaviours, and recognising the impact that decisions and
actions can have on own and others’ health and wellbeing,
discussing strategies to minimize this.
Critique services that provide advice and support on healthrelated issues, and investigating ways to store and share
contact information of these services with other young people.
Investigate community-action initiatives young people have
instigated that have had a positive influence on the health and
wellbeing of their communities.
Create and evaluate visual and multimodal health campaigns in
print based and digital environments to promote health and
wellbeing in their community.
Design and critique a cultural celebration involving family,
friends and members of the community to promote a sense of
connection with and belonging to the community e.g., whole
school festivals that revolve around seasons or other aspects of
nature.
Investigate different approaches to managing environmental
resources, including how Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander
communities demonstrate custodial responsibility for
Country/Place.
Examine diverse communities and their relationship to the
natural world, places of spiritual significance, family and
community, art, technology and communication. (History 10.1)

Culture Jamming
.
This jam was created
by Lillian Howard, year
10 student, 2011.
Used with permission
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Health

Soul Health – Year 10

Content Descriptions

Content Elaborations- Students may:

H 10.3 Examine personal,
physical and social changes and
transitions that occur and their
effect on relationships.

•
•

•

•

•

•

H 10.4 Investigate how empathy
and ethical decision making
contribute to respectful
relationships.

•

•

•

•

H 10.5 Evaluate hypothetical and
real life situations, discuss a
range of possible emotional
responses and reflect on their
outcomes.

•

•

•

Learn about illness of the different organ systems and the
immune system. (Science 10.5)
Assess behavioural expectations in different relationships and
social situations, and examining how these expectations can
influence decisions and actions.
Assert their stance on a situation, dilemma or decision by
expressing thoughts, opinions and beliefs that acknowledge the
feelings of others.
Study a selection of extracts from the epic literature of a wide
range of cultures, gaining an appreciation of the national
significance of the epics and the way they reflect the social and
cultural features of their periods and the underlying changing
nature of consciousness. (English 10.1)
Trace the origin of English poetry from Chaucer to the Romantic
Poets (and their Australian contemporaries), identifying the
underlying essence that characterises different periods, critically
considering the changes in consciousness as reflected in the
differences. (English 10.2)
Act, rehearse and perform in a production of a classic play,
studying acting techniques, character development and role
playing to promote socio-emotional growth of the students.
(English 10.3)
Demonstrate and advocate appropriate bystander behaviour
when participating in online interactions, for example, in
situations where another person's photo has been tagged
without permission, sexting and posting explicit content.
Investigate how the balance of power influences the nature of
relationships and proposing actions that can be taken when a
relationship is not respectful.
Undertake an in-depth study of poetry developing reverence for
poetry and life in general, developing an understanding of the
human capacity to bring depth of thought and emotion to
maturity and beauty of expression. (English 10.2)
Partake in intensive writing workshop, developing the ability to
express thoughts and feelings clearly and fluently contributing
towards the development of fulfilling and rewarding
relationships. (English 10.5)
Evaluate situations where an individual may react with extreme
emotion and reflecting on the impact that this response may
have on the situation and/or their relationships.
Analyse interactions where emotional responses may not be
immediately apparent and reflecting on the possible
consequences of not recognising the emotions involved.
Learn about significant historical and legendary characters and
how their emotional responses effected the development of a
society or culture. (History 10.2)
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Health

Soul Health – Year 10

Content Descriptions

Content Elaborations- Students may:

H 10.6 Critique behaviour and
social, cultural and economic
factors that effect and influence
the health and well-being of
communities.

•
•
•
•

•

•

Develop an understanding of societal disease such as heart
illness, HIV, liver cirrhosis (Science 10.5)
Explore the question of rhythm and its role in health and wellbeing. (Science 10.5)
Investigate the role that the extended family play and how the
broader community play in the lives of the ATSI people
Analyse the implications of attitudes and behaviours such as
prejudice, marginalisation, homophobia, discrimination, violence
and harassment on individuals and communities, and proposing
counter-measures to prevent these behaviours.
Identify the change from tribal honour to individual anguish to
the awakening of individual awareness and responsibility.
(English 10.1)
Research the biographical background and the social/cultural
context of a fictional novel which is drawn from a multi-cultural
context providing students with the opportunity to train their
sense of social justice. (English 10.4)

Health

Spirit Health – Year 10

Content Descriptions

Content Elaborations- Students may:

H 10.7 Evaluate factors that
shape identities and analyse how
individuals impact the identities of
others.

•

•

•
•

H 10.8 Plan, rehearse and
evaluate options (including CPR
and first aid) for managing
situations where their own or
others’ health, safety and well –
being may be at risk.

•
•

•

Examine how diversity, sexuality and gender are represented in
the media and communities, and investigate the influence these
representations have on identities.
Analyse the role of family, friends and community in supporting
an individual’s identities, and propose strategies to enhance
their own and others’ wellbeing.
Observe the changing of consciousness reflected in the epic
writing of different periods. (English 10.1)
Study poetic form and technique, gaining confidence in their
ability to articulate their ideas and feelings in their own writing,
focusing on the emergence of their individual identity. (English
10.2)
Undergo an intensive Senior First Aid Course which qualifies
them to administer first aid to others (Science 10.5)
Critique the appropriateness and effectiveness of help and
support services available for young people in the local
community.
Examine policies and processes for ensuring safe blood
practices when participating in physical activities.
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Physical Education
Years 9 and 10
In Years 9 and 10, gymnastics and games skills are reviewed and strengthened, with a focus on the
student maintaining mindfulness on the activity and separating themselves from intruding thoughts and
discomfort in training. Being able to hold one’s inner stability and outer erect posture is an important skill.
This is further strengthened by being able to use their arms to hold themselves upright e.g. handstands,
parallel bars and rings. Students become heavier and can be reluctant to move, but their growing
strength can be appealed to in these skills.
The frontal plane is a focus for students in Year 9 - it is a wall between themselves and the world that
requires will, as they need to encounter this world and breakthrough into the future as a conscious step.
Courage and consciousness are also required. In gymnastics, the lunging or leaping forward, falling into
gravity and then conscious stepping forward with certainty, exemplifies the movement gesture. Year 10
students could be seen to refine the relationship to the surroundings by engaging in dialogue and moving
from the centre to the periphery, finding a goal and engaging with it, retaining inner balance and
connection.6
Year 9 students are still interested in movement skills and games whereas Year 10 students are more
engaged in the social and interpersonal focus.
Increasingly in Year 10 there is a theme of love and strength in the face of a cause for which one stands
firm. Martial arts/ formal fencing and social dance thus form two aspects of the extended curriculum.
Sensitivity to diverse movement challenges in the community can be engendered by activities such as
wheelchair basketball.
Fitness
In Years 9 and 10 training in physical activity continues to incorporate aerobic conditioning, strength
training and development of joint mobility. Fitness testing, planning and monitoring are taken up
independently by the student.
Variation in track and field events and sports continues so that students can extend work with preferred
activities.
The opportunity for social interaction in sports and enjoyment of well-being should be well established
now and supported by the curriculum and team sports, including at inter-school and community level.

6

T Richter, T and Rawson, M. Educational Tasks and Content of the Steiner Waldorf Curriculum 2000
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Physical Education
Content Descriptor
PE 9-10.1 Develop
specialised skills in a
variety of extended track
and field events and
use feedback to develop
and improve transfer of
response to new and
challenging situations
o suppleness
o endurance
o speed
o spring
o height
o solidness
o skill
as well as focus, posture
and strength

Years 9 and 10
Elaborations - Students may:

PE 9-10.2 In a diverse
range of sports apply
and analyse movement
skills and elements and
evaluate chosen
strategies with increased
focus and ability to
transfer understanding to
create solutions for new
movement challenges

•

•

•
•

•
•

Extending into new skills and using feedback to improve
performance in athletics events:
o Running- sprint crouch start, middle pace judgement, long distance
1500m, cross country
o Hurdling
o Relay –non-visual change, palm down, baton up
o Walking
o Long Jump- the change
o High Jump- Fosbury Flop
o Shot Put- Obrien put
o Discus- side standing
o Javelin- restricted run up
Analysing own and other’s performances and giving and receiving
feedback
Transferring understanding and skills to new track and field events and
situations
Enjoying the challenge (Year 9 focus) and community-building aspects
(Year 10 focus) of sports
Gaining skills in varied sports and transferring them to other sports,
games and physical activities
Explaining how the elements of effort, movement in space, timing,
equipment and other people are utilised in sporting skills

•

Applying and improving skills in Basketball
• Footwork, passing/receiving, dribbling, shooting, offensive tactics,
defensive tactics- zone defence and one to one, using feedback and
evaluating strategies.

•

Adding new skills and applying and improving skills in Cricket
o Batting- square cut, pull shot, leg glance, sweep, moving down the
wicket, watching bowlers action for cues
o Bowling -spin bowling, deceptive variations
o wicket keeping- slips catching
o Fielding- close fielding, field placement, aggressive fielding,
emphasis on tactics, captaincy, keen observation

•

Applying new skills in Netball
o Throwing, lob/underarm pass, goal shooting
o Moving shot (step to side, step back), jump shot, shooting on the run
o Team play, systems, etc.
o Footwork, running footwork
o Positional play, attacking, lead and drop back, stand and drop back
o Defending, intercepting, guarding player with the ball and
intercepting the throw, the throw in
o Practice skills, the throw up
o Tactics, theory
o Players and positions, rules

• Refining skills in Soccer
o Wall pass, square pass, setting-up pass through pass, reverse pass
and
o Tackling, finding space to receive pass, movement with the ball,
tactical manoeuvres, positional play, free kicks, penalties- using
feedback and evaluating strategies- added focus on footwork,
defending, throw in and tactics.
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Physical Education
Content Descriptor

Years 9 and 10
Elaborations - Students may:
•

Applying further skills in Football (Australian Rules)
o Possession -high mark, speed pick up, leading, 2 man duels
o Kicking -drop kick both feet, stab pass, banana kick, handball for
distance
o Running- baulk and spring
o Evasion - blind turn, warding off
o Checking – bumping, tackling
o Positional play- flanks, pockets, followers, modified games, junior
council rules

•

Applying further skills in Hockey
o Grip passing - angle- through
o Stopping - pushing/driving
o Dribbling – corners and free hits
o Passing - position play, including goal keeping
o Tackling - reverse stick - ball control and tackling
o Dodging - corner play - for attack and defence
o Bully
o Goal - rules - off side and penalties
o Rules- modified matches incorporating all skills

•

Applying skills in Squash
o Including instruction of forehand, backhand, serve, court coverage,
game, play, round robin

•

Applying skills in Touch Football
o Rules and field, scoring - 3 ways
o Moving the ball, tagging
o Offside, change of possession
o Infringements
o Playing the ball, the side step
o Basic pass back, grand pass

•

Applying skills in Speedball
• Nature of game, scoring, rules of movement of ball
• Skills- playing an aerial ball, throwing, air dribble, blocking
• Playing a ground ball—rolling, dribbling, kicking, trapping
• Rolling- dribbling, kicking, trapping
• Individual pickups- converting a ground ball into an aerial ball
• Game play- gradual introduction of the above skills into game
situations
• Individual pickups - converting a ground ball into an aerial ball
• Game play- gradual introduction of the above skills into game
situations
• Staff work includes the exercise related to the lunge which mirrors
fall
• Applying skills in Softball
o Catching, throwing
o Fielding groundball: infield revision, outfield, tagging the runner
o Pitching underhand fastball, change of pace, dropball
o Batting revise stance and grip, bunting
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Physical Education
Content Descriptor

PE 9-10.3 Perform more
complex Gymnastics
Sequences and
demonstrate and
evaluate how the
elements of movement
enhance composed
movement sequences

Years 9 and 10
Elaborations - Students may:
•

Applying skills in Baseball
o Catching- above waist, below waist, fly ball
o Throwing -over arm, sidearm
o Fielding- groundball, flyball, positions and tagging
o Pitching- strike zone, drive, bunt
o Batting- strike zone, drive, bunt
o Base running- advancing bases, stealing/sneaking
o Team play- defence, position play, single play, force play

•

Learning and performing the Bothmer Gymnastics exercises: The
Fall to the Point, Stepping on each of the Three (Frontal, Horizontal, and
Sagittal) Planes, The Distorted Height, The Distorted Width, The Javelin,
The Discus.
Participating in gymnastics using techniques in take-off, landing,
speed, timing and direction to improve performance on the
o Asymmetric bars – strength in holding oneself up by one’s arms
flip through asymmetric bars- weight thrown further than body
o Pommel, Vault and Rings- hold oneself erect in diverse situations
with a sense- I can hold myself up.
o Handstands, floor gymnastics. Hang from bars, bridges in sandpit.
o Floor- Completing springs from floor, kip from floor, headspring,
neckspring, handspring very fast back onto feet
o High bars- give steps and requirement from mini tramp with an
upward circle over the high bar. Also a pull over- summersault.
o horses- a dive roll using thick crash mat
Picnic races -Wheelbarrow races, chariot races – like a scrum– 6
children- 3-2 and 1 on top.

•

•
PE 9-10.4 Design,
implement and evaluate
personal - physical
fitness and activity plans

•
•
•
•
•

PE 9-10.5 Participate in
and investigate cultural
and historical
significance of physical
activities in the school
and wider community
such as fencing,
wheelchair basketball
and team sports

•

PE 9-10.6 Practice and
apply rules of fair play
and ethical behaviour;
engage in leadership and
collaboration skills and
reflect on the outcome on
groups and teams in
movement activities

•

•
•
•
•

•
•
•

With increasing independence, commitment and integration into their life
in and outside schoolPerforming activities that improve fitness in skills and health benchmarks
Participating in the Australian Fitness Award and monitoring
improvement- sit and reach, sit ups, standing long jump, push ups, 50m
sprint and 1.6 km run
Understanding the physiology of the body and measuring health
indicators such as heart rate, breathing and ability to talk under different
conditions
Creating a personal or class physical fitness plan and monitoring
success and evaluating the plan and following up amendments
Participating between different year levels e.g. 10 and 11 for interclass
sports
Participating in interschool gymnastics and sporting
Engaging in contemporary social sporting clubs and events in the
community
Swimming including water polo, synchronised swimming or Bronze
Medallion
Understanding and experiencing challenges in sports e.g. wheelchair
basketball, wheelchair rugby, blind soccer, blind running with a guide
with a light wrist band.
Adopting roles and responsibilities to support planning, enhance team
cohesion, achieve successful outcomes
Recognising and avoiding potential hazards in the natural environment
Consistently and fairly applying rules and scoring and modifying them for
enjoyment, inclusive practice and success
Supporting the success of team mates and celebrating goals achieved
by others
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Years 9 and 10 Achievement Standards
Health
By the end of Year 10, students critically analyse contextual factors that influence identities, relationships,
decisions and behaviours. They analyse the impact that attitudes and beliefs about diversity have on
community connection and wellbeing. They evaluate the outcomes of emotional responses to different
situations. Students access, synthesise and apply health information from credible sources to propose
and justify responses to health situations. Students propose and evaluate interventions to improve fitness
and physical activity levels in their communities. They examine the role physical activity has played
historically in defining cultures and cultural identities.
Students demonstrate leadership, fair play and cooperation across a range of movement and health
contexts. They apply decision-making and problem-solving skills when taking action to enhance their own
and others’ health, safety and wellbeing.

Physical Education
By the end of Year 10 students have a renewed agility and flexibility and increased strength and focus in
physical activity, sports and games. They can take part in sports with a social understanding of everyone
else’s skills and needs and how to utilise this diversity in games. They do not lose sense of self and
individual strength while working as a team or group together. They know that the creative and skilful play
of the game is central and this is not dependent on who wins in the final moment. They enjoy physical
activity and are committed to the well-being and health it brings.
Students demonstrate leadership, fair play and cooperation across a range of movement and health
contexts. They apply decision-making and problem-solving skills when taking action to enhance their own
and others’ health, safety and wellbeing. They apply and transfer movement concepts and strategies to
new and challenging movement situations. They apply criteria to make judgements about and refine their
own and others’ specialised movement skills and movement performances. They work collaboratively to
design and apply solutions to movement challenges.

Year 10 snow camp – challenge and cooperation
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